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THREE faiths have we: legislation, education, participation. and

the greatest of these is participation. Participation means
thlt all of us, everyone, regardless of faith, race, sex, ethnic
background, regardless of nationality, get together. Participa-
tion means that the world gets 40 *e-tiler, to solve its problems.

,sts6

This is an ideal to which ive hold With strength and tenacity.

1

-IIIIRD THUMBNAIL REPORT

THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CITIZENSHIP
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. Charles Evans HuAhes

1862.1948 a

Secretary of State in the Cabinets of two Presidentst

Appointed to the United States Supreme Court twice, in

two different admioiStrations, the second time to serve for

eleven years as ,Chief Justice

.) /
so:;near the Presidency that when

f

the nation went

r Or sleep onilovember 7, 1916, he was thought to be elected-4

Charles'Ivans Hughes has a secure place in American history.

The entire nation grievecl.at his passing August 27, 1918.

Mr; Hughes,'in informal and formal speech, and in actions,

`sought always to place emphatic. value on the American heri-

tage of citizensllipits responsibilities as well as its rights.

He lent the prestige of his name as Honorary Chairman for

both the Seced National Conference on Citizenship in Bos.

:ton and the Third National Conference in ,,Washington.,

Among his mourners are those organizers of and delegates to

'these Conferences who felt the strength of his aith and the

greatness of his wisdom., One of 1r. Hughes' i public acts

was to send greetings to the Third Nattopal Conference.

O

6

THE,WHITe HOUSE

tvasHINCTow

Hay 11, 1948

P; dear !'r, Attorney general!

It is a genuine pleasure to extend ry heartfelt

greetings and sincerest wishes to all those participating in

the Third National Conference on Citizenship -- a conference

so timely and so ImPoilant,

There is no more precious possession today than

United States citizenship. A nation is no stronger than its

citizenry, With many problems facing us daily in thin per-

tiering and trying era, it is vital that we have a unity of

purpose '-- to the end that freedom, )ustice, and opportunity,

good will and happiness may be ossarod wolves and peoples

everywhere,

, .

Efforts th rake and keep America strong are all-

important to our Natioh's welfare, Organizations that the

conference represents are air country's life lines -- etimu-

latifig the best and adding strength to kr,erican living. They

have trenendoos influence and can make a significaWcontri-

button to the cause of better citizenship and good,goveirnment.

I feel sure-that the deliberations of the conference

I
the rights and rasponeibilitiee of citizenship will a

constructive and lasting effect on the future of our beloved

country,

,Very elncerely you a,.

The Honorable "
The AttOrney General,

Washiosiitn, D. C.
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SUGGESTION

If you can real only one section of this report, we suggest that you turn

now and read the thumbnai14 reports of the conference. The speakers, whose

names and titles will tell you with what eloquence and authority they speak,

would he the first to urge. you to give the reports precedence, I am sure.

Rea'son: The reports contain the .best thinking and the epigrammatic stkte

ments from approximately one thousan'd delegates, leaders from their national

organizations and from the nation. After you have read the reports, you will

assuredly want to read the speeches which helped to inspire the fine thinking

that came out of the groups,

11

RICHARD B. KENNAN, director

Citizenship Conference Program for

the National Education Association
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8ACKGROUNIMND PURPOSE

Challenge

:% Put dinioci:icy's creed Mto deed!" ''
togetrer'tomorrowlis world! .c

.1 4 4

171. 4. Accept responsibilities that are the counterbalance against which
Ni

-rigots must hr.:weighed. ,

This. challen e confronts not' only individuals but organizations, not

,anly single grou s but all die groups 'that Might. work, together toward the

,.;inutual goiii; alert, enlightened, consitritious, iticl' priigressie4itizeni with
c.,

E

both courage to tackle and ability /9 solve the ,perilous 'problems of today.

History

The series of national citizenship conference; that hegan'i Philadelphia,

May 17-18, ,I946, grew out of the effort of the Citizenshi'p Committee

of the National Education Ass.ociation to discover what was being done in

the held of citizenship and to cooperate wi h other organiza'tions working

in the same area, Both ilktrst conference in Philadelphia and the second

conferenilfAoston, May 840, 19'17, had the advice and cooperation of

the United'States Department of JOStice, under the administration of The

Honorable Tom C. Clark, Attorney Gkncral. In the third conference the

Department of Justice 'became co-sponsor withothe Association.

Objectives of the Conference

To re-examine the functions and duties of AMerican citizenship in

today's world;

To assist in .the development of more dynamic procedures for inaing

citizenship more effective;

To indicate the ways and means by which various organizations may

contribute concretely to the development of a more active, alert, enlightened,

conscientious, and progressive citizenry in our country,

theme

For the Third National Conference, the Advisory Committee suggested

as the theme

"Citizenship: Rights and Responsibilities".

The program, centering on this theme, was divided into three parts,

each introduced by a keynote speech and followed by a discussion period,

Varying from the pattern of previous years where conferees discussed

13 (12]

0,1

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

the contributions, of special-interest grooPs to citizenship, this year all

groups,considered simultaneously the same problems:

1, The world-minded American citizen

2, Basic human rights and attendant responsibilities

3. Citizenship 'in action tat 0,1001 community,

Reasons for the `Cotiferences

13

,
,,

In calling the national conicreties on ci zenship, the committee in,

charge has had in mind from iiher)eginning the following pertinent points's

i

That never before in the history of the Ayorld has it been ,so important

to ke,g,p civic. interest. and participation at a high lev,e1;

That there are many leading national organizations which play a part

or can play a part in developing better practices in good citizenship;,\ I

That these organizations are all working independently, with much
. . .f

.duplication and witb Yarling degrees of success;
L

That the contributions of these organizations have had real,,lue, and

that this value can be increased many fold if the various group

efforts are coordinated;
1

That there are practices, programs, and techniques which are effective

in developing, good citizenship. -and Other practices, programs, and

techniques la are of doubtful or negative value;

That there is need for a concerted nati("Iwide effort to evaluate and at-

tempt to improve the Programs of various. groups;

That there' is ..Often a tendency for sincerely interested groups to pay

more attention to_ the dramatic nod spectacular;

Thai there, is likewise the danger of a group developing programs which

have more results in the way of publicizing the group itself than in

developing effective and constructive citizenship;

That the ineffectiveness of such programs often comes not from wilful

desire to advertise one's good deeds, but from a lack of knowledge

of types of programs which have Proved successful;

'That it would, therefore, be highly desirable to bring together in confer-

ences representatives of the various outstanding civic, religious,

educational, professional, industrial, labor, and communications

groups of the country who would give several days' serious atten-

tion to the concrete objectives 15 stated on the opposite page,



SUNDAY, MAY 16

2;00 p,M,

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS

Sylvan Theater, Washington Monument Grounds

District of Columbia "I Am an American Day" Program

Chairman of the committee: Herbert J. Jacobi

I I

3:00 to 6:00 P.M.

Great Hall, Department of jug

RegistratiO sbits

MONDAY, MAY. 17 A

9:00 AN, to 6:00 P11,

Great Hall, Department of justice

Registration and Exhibits

10:00 Ai,

Auditorium, Department of Interior

Opening General Session

Presiding: Dr. John W. Studebaker, United States Commissioner of

Education

Music: United States Army Band

Massing of Colors: American Legion National Guard of Honor

Invocation: Dr. Frederick Brown Harris, Pastor, Foundry Methorlist

Church

Greetings from the President and Welcome to the Conference,'

The Honorable Tom C, Clark, Attorney General of the Uni01 States

Greetings from the Honorary Chairman of the Conference, The Honor.

able Charles Evans Hughes

General Theme of the Conference: CitizenshipRights And Responsi

bilities

The Honorable Carl B. Hyatt, United States Department of Justice

Keynote for Afternoon Discussion: The WorldMinded American

Citizen

Dr, William G, Carr, Arsociae Secretary, National Education

Association

Retirement of Colors: American Legion National Guard of Honor

V:15 P.pc

Luncheon, Informal

2:00 w 11:30,P.Nt,

First Sessiori of Discussion Groups

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS 15

7:00 P,M,1

Static Ilotel, Presidential Room

Banquet, Informal

psesiding: The Honorable Willis Smith, PastPresident, American liar

y Association

7// nvocation: Rabbi Norman Gerstenfeld, Washington Hebrew Con.

g regal ion

First Thumbnail Reports

Dr. Ruth Cunningham, Associate Professor, Teachers College, Colour.

bia, University

Address: Basic Human Rights and Attendant Responsibilities, with

Particular Reference to the Naturali d Citizen

The Honorable Watson B. Miller, .mmissioner, Immigration and

Naturalization Service

Keynote for morning discussion: Basic Human Rights and Attendant

Responsibilities

Dr. T. V, Smith, ProfeLfor4f Philosophy, University of Chicago

TUESDAY, MAY 18

9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M,

Great Hall, Department of Justice

Registration and Exhibits

, 9:00 to 11:30

SecOnd Session of Discussion Groups

12:15 P.M.

Washington Hotel, Hall of Nations

General Luncheon

Presiding: Miss Katharine F. Lenroot, Chief, Children's BilITillli Fed-

eral Security Agency

Invocation: Colonel Alfred C. Oliver, "Chaplain of 8ataan"

Second Thumbnail Reports: Dr, Ruth Cunningham

Address: A Practical Experiment in Citizenship Training on the Local

Level

The Honorable Robert G. Simmons, Chief justice, Supreme Court

of Nebraska

Keynote for Afternon Dikussion: Citizenship in Action in the Local

Community

Mrs. Rhea M. Eckel, Executive Secretary, New York State Citi:ens'

Council

16



16 THE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE

2:00 to P.M.

Third Session of Discussion Groups

3:50 P.M,

The White House

President's Reception

7:00 P,M,

Constitution Hall

General Session

Presiding: Dr. Willard E. Givens, Executive SecretarkNational Edu-

cation Association w.

Music; Sy?npliony of Americana, United States Marine Band

Massing of the Colors: Junior Daughters of Arherican Revolution

National Anthem and Pledge of Allegiance: Entire Asseinbly

Address; 'No Greater Joy, No Greater Duty"

The lionorable To C.Clark, Attorney General of the United States

America's Town Meeting'of the Air: How Should Democracy Deal with

Groups That Aim To Destroy Democracy?

Participants;

Senator Robert A. Taft of Ohio

Representative Richard 14. Nixon of California

The Honorable Thurman W. Arnold, Pormer Justice, Circuit Court

of Appeals, District of. Columbia

Mr. Ralph E. McGill, Editor, Atlanta Constitution

Dr. George V, Dennydr.,."Aloderator

Retirement of Colors

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19

ICAO A,M,

Auditorium, Department of Interior

Final Session

Presiding: Dr. Earle T. Hawkins, Chairman, Citizenship Committee:

National Education Association, and President, State Teachers Col-
.

lege,Totuson, Maryland

Music: United States Army Band

Invocation: The Very Reverend Lawrence C. Gorman, S. J,,'Presitient,

Georgetotvn University

'Ilurd Thumbnail Reports: 'Dr, Ruth Cunningham

Closing Address: A Free and Faithful Citizen

The Honorable Donald 11; Richberg, Author and Attorney

National Anthem

17

'4!

DISCUSSION GROUP LEADERS

For each group, frit listed is the discussion chairman; second, the reports

chairman.

Group 1M. CHANNING WAGNER, assistant superintendent of schools,

mington, Delawarerepresenting Kiwanis International as immediate

past governor; CHARLES E, BISH, principal McKinley High School,

Washington, D. C.

Group 2HARRY BARD, assistant director, Department of Education, Bald-

more; NOAH C. TURITN, superintendent, Owensboro Public Schools,

Owensboro, Kentucky

Gro-rip 3WHIT BROGAN, director of field 'staff, Bureau for Intercultural

Education; WILBUR F. MURRA, assistant secretary, Educational Policies

Ger mission, NEA

Group 4-FRANCIS'il, HORN, dean, McCoy College, Johns Hopkins Uni-

v'ersity; RUTH COIER LITTLE, assistant director, Division of Publi-

cations, NEA

Group 5PAUL DOUGLASS, president, American University; 1YLE W. ASHBY,,

associate director, Division of Publications, NRIA

Group 6ROBERT B. HUDSON, Director of Education and Opinion Broad-

casts, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.; JULIAN G ALDRICH, as-

sistant professor of education, New York University

Group 7ROBERT A. WALKER, director, Institute of Citizenship, Kansas

Stare College; EVERETT C. PRESTON, director, Division of Adult Educa-

tion, New Jersey State Department of Education

' Group 8DAN PYLE, judge, St, Joseph Circuit Court, South Bend, Indiana;

ABRAHAM B, KAPPLIN, director, National Committee on Veterans

Aff3irs, and director, National Commission on Americanism and Civic

Affairs, B'nai B'rith

Group 9-4 T. MOLLEGEN, professor of Christian ethics, Theological Semi-

nary, Alexandria, Virginia; LEO SHAPIRO, director, Department of

Education, Anti-Defamation League

Group 10MARGUERITE H. BURNETT, director, Adult Education, Delaware

Department of Public Instruction; SHIRLEY COOPER, assistant director,

. Division of Rural Service, NEA

Group 11EDWIN V. MINER, associate commissioner, United States Nice

of Education; SAMUEL EVERETT, director, Southeastern Pennsylvania

Chapter, Junior Red Cross

Group 12 LAWRENCE A. OXLEY, assistant Veterans' Employment Repre

sentative, United States Department of Labor

{17]
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Group 1,3ALICE KELIHER, 11001 of Education, New York University;

gels M. CLARK, avisn'lent si ectoi, Division of Rural. Service, NEA

Group 14BEVERLEY MACIYI", executive secretary, Department of Social

4. Relations, Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America; JOHN

W. DAVIS, president, West Virginia Stare College ,

Group l5-411011.1, F, IIARTSH RN, exFcutive secreta,q, National Council

for the Social Studies. NEA; N RS, ARTHUR 'G, LAIIFMAN, national direc-

tor of B'nai B'rith Women's ctivities ^ . :° ...

Group 16ROY A. PRICE, xtvell raduate ',School of Citizenship and

Pat Affairs; LEWIS EMI: TOD , editor; Social Education, Journal of

A the National Couhcil for tbe S ial, Studies 1
, .

"Group .17 --JOHN A, LEDLIE, 1N13i6,YMCA; ABRAM PROW, B'nai B'rith. ,

Group 18-4: OAR worilss, general counsel, Immigration and 14tural11,

. ization Service; United States Department of justice;. kowA,RD It.

ANDERSON, chief,,Instractional Problems, division n( Secondary EchIca-,i

.....-tion, United States OffiT of Education. ,,

1:i.or.i/T9DAN \x). MD*, executive director, Mayor's Committee on
, ,

,, Unity. of Newt ork 'City; ,ERANdS 'J,. DALY; director of adjustment

s'ervi,cec, Boston Public Schools

Group 20ANNA Ii, XROSS, city magistrate,. Magistrates Court, City of

New York; DENNISON L RussiNow, senior, St. Pet rjsburg (Florida)

iiiih School
4,

irro)ry 21!ILLIAM B, WELCH, president,, United States at tonal Student

Association, Berea College; WILLIAM' J. ,ELVNN, na Iona! education

. adviser, American nior Red. Cross ,..

Group 22JOSEPH K OLTZ, Citizenship Education Study, Detroit; H. H.

GII,ES, executive (Ureter, Bureau for Intercultur4 Education t
Group 23GERf,BUDE JIANKAMP, executive Secretaiy, 'eAssociation for Su-

pervisien and Curriculum Development, NEA; BURRITT C HARRINGTON,'

extension professor, West Virginia University ,

Group'24ItHEA M, ECKEL, executive secretary, New Y9rk State Citizens'

Council; FRANKLIN 1,, RUM/ETU, editor, National Foundation fOr

. Education in American Citizenship,.and professor of Government and

Politics, University. of Maryland

Greitip 2S JOANNA 7, coma EL,L, assistant director in Department of Prat.

rice and Training, Boston Public Scheiils;- MILDRED FENNER, assistant

director, Division of Publications, NEA ,

Group 26HYMAN M. FORSTFNZER; chief, Field Service Division, National

Institute of Social Relations; FRED A, FORBES, Field Representative,

New Jersey Education Association

DISCUSSION GROUP 'ADERS

croup 27cmi9,ILE BOLOS- SMITH, thunsel to the Special Assistant to the

Secretary of Defense; GERALD N. VAN 'POOL, director of Student Activi-

ties, National A&ciliion of Seconclary-School Principals, NEA

Group 28LwILLIAm sHoRitocK, *editor,' Civic Leader, Civic Education

Service; GORDON `OLE, editor, The Machinist

+19

The entire co e ence was saddened by the sudden d,eat

K. -Boltz coord. ator ,in the Citizenship

Public Schoo s., Mr. Boltz was serving as discus Jon

.4r

4

on May 18, of Joseph

Study of the Detroit

airman of Group02.
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,

la) The jots1* not one of. (riding the leader, but,,of finding

' Weis, , , ail There is, abdatt tii !bout exception, a far greater

),,,,1 resource of leaders than We reali , (c) leadyi particularly

professional leaders i Which . inch/ es Jun), of us), lend to ,,cling

jealously 10 their area of leadershi; rather than 1,1se their influence

`" to develop leadership in others, td) Leaders, paqicularlyaders in,

in fluenti:korganizations (and that ipcludes marry of us), tend to

heir f&idership to further ,the particular 'organization, rather
, ..

Yhan to e eoPle in u-'ay,( that ate important Id 'them. (,elleadcr;,,tifitifi

,''good'l ers, emerge when sound g'rotlb proces.c,.is applied to the

solution of red problems. Predetermiged "fair.haired boys".1 re ., .
seldom good leaders, ( f) Many 0.1 kl,se,ideas about leaders and....., .

leadership lend. to be irritating to. Ps, theleaderOut we MIN beii

big enough tor ecognize their talidity'if ice are to be hire leader,i

of people.
,

,

. Third, Thumbnail Report

Third 'National CorifMnce on Citizenship

?
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FEATIRES OF THE CONFERENCE
,

"I Am an American Day"

"1 Am an American y," Sunday, MAN 1948, was to be obs'erved

by 'a gigantic Dutdpor celebratirin in the Sylvan Theater; ''asiiington Monti.

merit' &rounds with the local "I Am'an Arnericap Day" Committee in charge

of thearrangements, Conference delegates were to be guests of honor, That

rain prevented this 'opening feature of the program was,one oft the disap

pointments of the conference.

geception at the White House

The hundreds of. delegates to the 'Conference gathered on Tuesday

afternoon at 3:54 in the itose Garden at the White Hoiise where they

were received by the President, Pradent Truman spoke informally 'to the

group froth' the gallery of the Executive Ofre, welcoming the delegates to

the city and'urging a world view of Anrican citizenship responsibilities.
rt

Town Meeting of the Air

America's Town Meeting of the Air moved to Washington for its

regular broadcast on Tuesday evening, May 18. Outstanding speakers pre

seated pros and cons on "How Should Democracy Deal 'With Groups that

Aim, 'to DestroyDemocracy," For excerpts from this feature, see the table

of contents.

Exhibits

In the Great Hall oithe Department of Justice, and in rooms designated

for recordings and movies in the Willard Hotel, approximately 75 national

organizations or other agencies exhibited c'itizenship materials during the

Third National Conference, Evan E. Evans was in charge of exhibits, Ver

non G. Danieron in charge of motionpicture and recordings demonstrations.

21
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expanding group. Only in this way, working together, belonging together,

can we achieve a common understanding,

One group underlined this as Isportant: "Let's get it straight as we

communicate, We can't let a distorted press or radio make up our minds

for us. We must know fact as it Knowi% fact should be a major em.

phasis in programs of citizenship.'

Citizenship isn't based on puke intellect alone, however, We need to

exploit symbols. We need to have a feeling of "oneness"; a feeling of "we-

ness" in our relations, as well as an understanding of fact,',

A third problem, emphasized by all groups, had to do with the need

to start ,at home in developing worldmindedness. Let's work in our own

bickyards. We must ethange ideas among. organizitions such as those

represented here. We must organize action to achieve asic human rights.

We must eliminate discrimination. We must learn to olve our group

a
rel tions wit our own communities, if we are to be world-minded citizens.

We ha vailable to us at .home many avenues, We have places to

u/ok; in our schools we can provide equal opportunity if we try. We must

provide this' equal opportunity; We must provide an opportunity for

youngsters in schools to learn to face issues and learn how to handle them.

In our Communities, thru women's clubs, PTA's, labor groups and other

citizens' groups, we must learn to face our problems. And as national citi-

zens we must learn to support the UN and Unesco,

) Particularly do we need agencies for mass communication. It seemed

,to several groups that our current agencies of mass communication have

not adequately accepted their responsibility,

As we work toward world - mindedness, we need to work both from
the t-,i) down and from the bottom up. The urgency of events calf for

outageous leadership, and for the discovery of new leaders. It calls, too,

lot mass movements of groups of (itizens,

Let's remember this: The laboratory for developing world-mindedness

is our own home town. We can start at home and make it work. More-

over, let's be sure that we do some down-to-earth thinking, not indulging

in mere enthusiasm. Let's make sense. let's be understandable, and let's

use words that people understand.

"Citizenship must include all of us," say most of ke groups. Citizen-

ship education is' not merely for children and youth. It Is (or you, for me,

for our neighbors. It is not just kid stuff, but must be the stuff of living

for all of us. No, it is not just kid stuff, but let us recognize that prejudices

are often learned very early and, therefore, we will need to give some

special emphasis to education for our citizens who are growing up, They

are our hope for the future.

25
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There waome discussion, in several groups, concerning gifts and

relief to people in underprivileged countries. "Jr is important now," they''

say, "It is a stopgap. But for the long-term job, afterwe meet the im-

mediate emergencies, let's remember that gifts will not be as important

as reciprktal thinking,"

Let's recognize too, that in many respects we are doing of pretty im-

portant job now. Much is now going on that is significal. Let's get,,

together and exchange our experience and coordinate ouufforts. "If Ne

4 really want ,to do it, we can do it," is the feeling of may groups. As one

group put it, "There are no barriers to worldlindednN that education

can't solve" thru developing better information, attitude's, and dignity of mind.

"Lees' not stop with this 'conference," say many groups. "This is only

a beginning." Each person at this4Onference becomes a catalytic agent

in his organization and area of work.
or

One group reports a quotation from a citizen: "My wife, she got her

citizenship papers. She is so happy she is a-crying." Can we say the same?

Can we create this attitude for world4nindedness? Can we be so happy we

are world-minded that we are "a-crying"?

Perhaps the gist of it is this: We have taken a tuck in time; we have'

put a pleat in space; if we are to live comfortably in this tight world,

we must letput the old seams of our thinking.

( Second Report, Tuesday, May 18

TOPIC: BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS AND ATTENDANT

RESPONSIBILITIES

LADIES and Gentlemen of the Third National Conference on Citizen-

ship: This is the second report to you from you, by way of your reports

chairman, concerning the work of the group discussions this morning. The

topic was "Basic Human Rights and Attendant Responsibilities."

Yesterday, in discussing world-mindedness, you said that one place to

start was in our own back yards, Today we have been examining these

back yardsour communities, our nationand have found them not

wh ly problem-free. Some of the problems we have ro face, you say, are

t Too often we talk a nice language while we practice a dirty creed,

a cr of intolerance and discrimination. We have in this country, whether

we like to admit it or not, both first-class and second-class citizens. We

shall never be truly a democracy as long as we force a seconcklass citizen-

ship on some. No citizen can be truly first class until all are first class.

Democracy is not worthy of the name unless it is a democracy for every-
f

one, with equal rights, equal privileges, equal responsibilities for all.
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members to exercise their rights by voting. Organizations can take a stand

for the essential rights set forth in the report of the Presidents Committee

on Civil Rights.

Many groups. said, "Let's be honest," One group said that it is im-

portant that from time to time we examine our assumptions. What do we

really believe? And they suggested three possibilities, Are we really saying

that we should concentrate on our own problems here at home and let

achievements speak for themselves? Are we 'saying that we should co-

operate with other countries in defining and helping each other to achieve

human rights? Or are we saying that we want to fo5e our conception of

rights on other people?

Let's recognize, says one group, that people who practice discrimination

are hurt almost as intensely as, if not more than, those against whom they

discriminate. Let's recognize that in order not ro be hypocrites, national

organizations represented in this conference should practice equality of

opportunity within their own organizations before they issue a credo on

democratic citizenship. We decided, says one group, that this nation should

practice equality of opportunity within the continental limits of the United

States before it places our demoaracy on a'pedestal to be emulated by other

nations, '

To sum up, I know of no better phrase than this: Peopleall people;

everybody, everywherepeople are important.

Third Report, Wednesday, May 19

TtiPIC: CITIZENSHIP IN ACTION IN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

LADIES and Gentlemen of the Third Nation'al Conference on Citizen-

ship: This is the third report to you from you, via your reports chairman,

concerning the work of the group discussions yesterday afternoon. As

you know, die topic was: "Citizenship in Action in the Local Community."

In our discussions yesterday afternoon we 'felt that there were seven

ideas worthi of major consideration. Our Idea No. 1 was, "Let's be sure

we know ere we are." Well, where are we? We are in a different world

from that of even a few yeSs ago. That sounds like a mere platitude, but

it is terrifyingly true, And too many of our organizations are like' Model

T engines under the hoods of 1948 Packards. They may look all right,

but, brother, they can't get you there.

Each community is interdependent with every other. That is another

cliche that sounds simple but scares you when you begin to examine it.

,No longer is any one community an island, independent of other corn-

munities. Yesterday, what happened in Centerville was all that mattered

v,
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in ,Centerville; bul, today, what happens in Washington, New York, Paris,

London, Moscow,,Tokyo and Kukamonga makes a dfrference in Center-

villeand what happens in Centerville makes a difference in the world.

Where are we? Let's face the facts. There are thousands of youngsters

in this country who are nor in school, and who haven't a chance to be,

There are thousands of people in this country who are second-class citizens.

There arc thousa"nds ill-housed, under-nourished, and ill-clothed. Chambers

of commerce may not like to admit it, but it is true,

Let's face the facts. Let's know where 'n are.

Idea No. 2: Let's be sure we know where we are going and what we

are trying to do. Well, who is to decide where we are,going? Who knows

what we ought to try to do? The answer is: We do: we, all the little

People in all the little situations which, combined, become the big, sig-

nificant forces of ors country. We, the people, know that sound progress

comes only when we work out our own solutions.

No long-rerm progress is achieved when we are told by the higher-ups

what the solution is or ought to be, We have to work out our solutions

ourselves. In line with this same idea, we know it is silly, first, to set

up an organization and then to look for something for the organization

to do, We need to start with real problems and organize to solve those

problems. It is foolish, too, to talk about cooperation for cooperation's

sake. People learn to' cooperate only when there is a job on which they

can work' together.

Whete are we going? What are we trying to do? Our first job is to get

together to think thru our problems and achieve a consensus on our

common goals.

Idea No. 3: Cooperation means everybody. We can't name all the

"everybodies" but some are so important, or are so frequently overlooked,

that we will give them special attention. Everybody includes youth, boys

and girls who are growing up, who are now forming habits, and attitudes

of citizenship. Let's see that youngsters get in on our cooperation. Every-

body includes new Americanspeople who are citizens not merely as an

accident of birth but because they chose to be Americans, A hearty_ hand-

shake and a word of welcome are nice, but such gestures are not enough.

New Americans must be in on our cooperation. Everybody includes minori-

ties, people who live on the wrong side of the tracks, people who say

"he don't" and "ain't," people who have as much money as we wish we had,

people who have more power than we think they ought to have, All

minorities must be in on the planning. Everybody includes people who

don't agree with each other. It is an important job for us to see to it that

such people, such groups, have an opportunity to meet each other face
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to face and talk out their differences, Everybody includes Joe and Helen

and Bill and Sue, the timid people who may feel that they have little to

contribute, not realizing that we need them; we must have their help if

there is to be community action. Everybody includes many people with

good sense and good ideal who don't know how to express themselves.

It is our job to see to it that the inarticulate are heard, Everybody in

eludes you and me, who may, because we go to meetings such as this

and talk a lot about citizenship, believe we are [het y fulfiling our duties,

Far, from it. Going to meetings like this increases'. our .obligations, as it

increases our awareness of the magnitude and imp tance of the jobs to

be done, 'Yes, cooperation means everybody.

Idea No. 4: We must find the people who can best help us to get

where we want to go and do what we want to do, In'other words, we must

find, our leaders; and finding Conscientious, competent leaders is one of

the major tasks of democratic people, and one of the most difficult jobs..

There are several concepts we talked about yesterday that may help

us; (a) The job is not one of finding the leader, but of finding leaders,

We need many people to lead in terms of their individual competensp,

and their individual situations. (b) There is, almit without exception,

a far greater resourceof leaders th"an whealize, The problem 'is not so

much the lack of leaders as it is lack of skill in locating leaders (c)

Leaders, particularly professional leaders (which includes many of us),

tend '') cling jealously to their area of leadership, rather than use their

influence to develop leadership in others. .(d) Leaders, particularly leaders

in influential organizations .(and that includes many of us), tend to use

their leadership.to further* the particular .organization, rather than to lead

people in ways that are important to them. (e) Leaders, good leaders,

emerge when sound group process is applied to the solution of real prob-

lems. Predetermined "fair-haired boys" are seldom good leaders. (f) Many

of these ideas about leaders and leadership tend to be irritating to us,

the leaders, but we must be big enough to recognize their validity if we

are to be 4ue leaders of people.

Idea No. 5: Talk alone may be lots of fun, but it doesn't get the job.

done. We were discussing yesterday the topic, Citizenship in Action in the

Local Comnninity." In all groups, you agree that a major word here is

"action": doing something about citizenship. It means that when we leave

this meeting today and go to our communities, we are obliged to. do, or

to help someone else do, a better job. It is harder to get people to work

on some types of problems than on others. Examples of some tough ones'

are housing, segregation, aid to education, and wage negotiation. But some

of the toughest problems are among the most important. It won't be easy,
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but .Let's see if we can't get together even in matters such as these. Words

without deeds arc pretty hollow affairs.

Idea No 6:' We must practice what we preach, No matter how un-

pleasant it is, look in the mirror. This proceSs of self-examination is no

fun and it isn't easy. But we must undertake it if we are to fulfill our

citizenship duty.

Idea No. 7: We must know where we have been, and be aware of how

we have moved 'from there to lire, if we are to be wise in planning

where we are to go next. Communities must learn to assess their pro-

grams and their,leaders, and the best assessment is achieved through self-

evaluation. Sometigis outside help can be useful in achieving a view of

ourselves as others see us, but the value of the assessment lies in out

willingness and ability to make use of objective evaluations, even though

they are uncomfortable, and they often are.

As we view ourselves, we must learn to see Out communities whole,

not merely as segmented programs of various organizations, The degree

of effective orchestration of agencies in a community is an important

measule of the merit of each agencyas well as the community program

as a whole.

Well, the seven ideas we discussed then are these:

Let's be sure we know where we are.

Let's be sure we know where we are going,

Cooperation means everybody.

Let:is find the people who can help us go where we want to go-.

that is, the leaders.

Talk alone doesn't get the job done.

We must practice what we preach. \
We must know where we have been and be aware of how we

have moved from there to here, if we are to be wise in planning

Where we are to go next.

This is a P.S. from the groups: We have enjoyed ourselves at this

conference; but we have some suggestions to make for the _future.

a. We like having young people ar this conference, high school

boys and girls. We have enjoyed) them so much, we think it

is so important that they be here, we have learned so much from

them, that we hope there will be more of them at future

conferences,

b, We have liked the opporatnity for discussion insinall groups.

We have liked our discussions so much, we believe in this method

so strongly, we have learned so much thru discussion, that we

recommend more time for such discussions at future conferences.

c. We are so pleased with the thinking we have done, we are so im

pressed with our achievements, that we recommend that reports

of this conference be widely distributed, to groups thruout the

32
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cogntry, Such Id distribution of the conference reports would

nor only help us to share our thinking with others, but further,

and' perhaps more important, would indicate what can be ac

complished in a conference of this nature.

d. We hive enjoyed this conference so much, it has been so mean-

ingful!o us, that we recommend strongly that it be fepeated; that

similar conferences be sponsored for regional gr6ups; and that

each organization represented here employ similar procedures in

national;fstate, and local divisions of their organizations.

Your chairman has suggested that we might take a few minutes to

look back over past discussions. As I review the reports submitted, these

things stand out in my mind:

One, a good American citizen today is a'world.minded citizen, He is

aware of his privileges and responsibilities as a citizen of the world, as

well as a citizen of the United States.

Two, one of our gfea test hazards today is that we may be blinded by

narrow nationalism. It is,easy to let the drama of flag waving get in our

eyes and blind us to larger issues, The world-minded citizen doesn't dare

be blinded 'by narrow nationalis9, even if, or perhaps particularly if, the

drama of flag waving is accompanied by martial music.

Three, worldmindedness is a two.way street. We want the world to

know more about us, our ideals, our customs, our habitual ways of think-

ing and acting. We have an obligation to know more about others, study-

ing with an open mind their ideals, their customs, their habitual ways of

thinking and acting; And, more important still, they and we must devise

ways of determining values jointly and cooperatively. The best means we

have today are thru UN and Unesco,

Four, Americans, real Americans, can't be satisfied with a society which

provides for first-class citizenship for some and forces a secondclass

zenship on others. Democracy, real democracy, means equal rights and

privileges for all, for labor, for management, for men, for women, for

everyone, regardless of his age, his political views, the money he has in

his pocket, his religious faith, or his social prestige. Democracy, to be

worthy of the name, is democracy for everyone.

Sometimes, perhaps, there are those who seem to be insensitive to their

obligations a citizens. Sometimes, of course, it is true here are those

who are insensitive, There are those; bus, before we condemn them, let's

ask ourselves if we' expect conformity in obligation regardless of the,.

dignity due an American citizen. For example, can a man act with dignity

in the service of his country when there is within the service the indignity

of segregation? Real democracy means equal obligations and equal rights

for all.
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One of otifireatest tasks in becoming true American citizens, and

citizens of the world, is to rid ourselves of fear: fear that the other fellow

may get ahead of us; fear or change, an attitude that leads to undue

reverence for the good old days; fear that leads to apathy and a 'what's

the use attitude; fear that leads to witch hunts; fear that leads to hate;

and fear that leads to war,

True, wee have much to (fear, but let'g save our fear for places where

it is neede4: fear of people who push other people around, fear of in-

tolerance, fear of injustice. Fears, blind fears, can lead to bondage, In-

telligent fears can keep us aware of the threats to democracy; sly thinking,

smart guys, prejudice, and want.

Three faiths have we: legislation, education, participation and the

greatest of these is participation, Participation means that all of us
everyone, regardless of faith, race, sex, ethnic background, regardless of

nationalityget together. Participation means that the world gets together

to solve its problems. This is an ideal to which we hold with strength and

tenacity,

I believe that in the things I have been saying I speak for most ,of

you, if one can judge from your group reports, I know, however, that in

some things I do not speak for everyone. Even in such basic matters as

we have been discussing, we are not all of like mind, A major task for

all of us as honest democratic American citizens is to get together to think

thru our problems and to approach this cooperative venture in thinking

with honesty, humility, and open minds. There is much for each of us

to learn. Maybe we can learn, for example, that we may not need to sell

liberty for a promise of security, for, thtu intelligent cooperative action,

we may be able io achieve both: we may be able to achieve democracy,

We may learn that we don't yet know. the appropriate role of the federal

government in regulating our current society and our modern economy.

Let's remember that we don't yet know, andJet's not be swayed by oratory

based on individual whim rather than on considered group judgment.

We may learn that too often we have insufficient evidence to know

where to place blame for malpractice, on labor or on management, for

example, We must learn not to be unduly influenced by big names with

per hobbies, and to withhold judgment until we have facts and have

weighed the evidence in terms of our democratic values,

We must learn that progress involves change, and that change is re

quently uncomfortable ,because it jogs us out of our ruts, Change is nut

necessarily distortion or "stretching out of shape"; sometimes we call it

improvement or progress.

Lets, remember, too, that the fellow who disagrees with us may be

34
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tettatl a "disloyalist" or he ma bg anliOnest fellow, with an honest idea

of vtiac.ought to be. Name calling cam easily become a; little man's way

of dodging big social issues,,,Moreover, wq.,,are'far from a solution in this

miner of equality, but leis not confuse identity' of status with equality

of opportunity (1 am quoting from one oPyour reports). \le, recognize

that w,er,have man); unsolved problems, including those mentioned by our

speaker this morning; change versus maintaining the status quo in our

society; the role of the fedeial governmeo (which, by the way, is we,

you and dmultiplied, the nation' over); the relations of management and

labor; providing equ'ality of citizenship,

Our lot is to recognize these problems, to face them squarely without

personil p judice, to do some hard, tough, cooperative thinking about

them, to oid being 'swayed by oratory and pseudo logic about them,

to weigh evidence pro and con in terms of fact and of democratic

luesin 'hog,' to act as honest, democratic American citizens. Only

us can n and women of America remain faithful to a government

under wh' quo remain free.

,eat a former statement: We have taken a tuck in time; we

put`l t in space; if we are to live comfortably in this tight world,

we must le o t de old seams of our thinking.

,,Since thi is my final report to you from you, opy I take this oppor-

tunity to t Jail; what a Ovilege it has been to be your voice at this
conference these thumbnail reports have been of any value, and I hope

they have,,,, is because they represent the fine thinking of the hundreds

of,people at thivonference. I am honored to have been your voice. In the

words of a famous, comedian: "I'm just so proud to know you."

D.

.0

all people, everybody, everywhere people are

iinTrirtant,

Let's recognize , that people who , practice discrimination

are hart almost a.r intensely as, if not re than, those against

hont they discriminate.

Second Thumbnail RepOrt

Thir National Conference on Citizenship
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editorial note: From the 27 discussion groups came approximately

75 written reports. To print all of the reports was obviously impossible,

if not undesirable. However:

1. We wish, it were possible to print at least part of the report of

every group.

2. Some groups had such excellent reports we should have liked very

much to print them in full.

The following excerpts and those scattered thruout this report are

not to be taken as pronouncements of the conferencemerely as think-

ing that emerged from the discussion groups.

Excerpts from the Reports on

/ Topic I

THE WORLD-MINDED AMERICAN CITIZEN

The question of the world-minded citizen is basically a matter of recog-

nizing the dignity and worth in all human beings. An American citizen

is one who subscribes tcrand owes allegiance to the political philosophy

of the United States. This American citizen can work into allegiances to

a world sovereignty without denying his allegiance to his country.

The group recognizes a range of Meaning of the word, world-minded-

ness, from passive awareness to full and responsible action. Members of

the group differed as to the point along this scale to which they were willing

to subscribe.

Any transfer of allegiance which might take place from the national

to a world sovereignty would made not alone for altruistic reasons,

recognizing the well-being of of ers, but also for the sake of our Own

citizenry.

An imp4tant contribution to world citizenry can be thru making

America strong and therefore enviable, in such matters as economic well-

being and full employment, the development of a higher degree of toler-

ance, and in general the offering of developmental opportunities for

individual .citizens on an ever fuller scale, always based on the ideal of

recognizing the dignity of the individual.

* * * * *

, World, mindedness is not confined to the prevention of war. It

extends to social and economic factors as well. In terms of the compul-

sions of the world in which we live, unlimited national sovereignty, defined

as the right of a state to control its entire internal and external affairs,

135]
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without regard to other governments, is not to be supported, We would
support limited national sovereignty

when exercised thru a duly con-
stituted international organization enfotce ,its provisions.

We reaffirm our belief in the 'principles of the United Nations and'
we believe our government should

do whatever is necessary to strengthen it.
The group felt that as individuals we should work to promote world-

mindedness by: (a) urging a flow of readable information;
understand-

able by the average citizen, iti far greater amount; (b) trying to make
ourselves and our neighbors moire intelligent with respect to world
problems; (c) keeping in closer touch with Congressmen, commending
as well as recommending action; (d) removing prejudice in onr families;

supporting education for international understanding in schools; (1)
tecognizing the need for training in leadership; and (g) expanding op-
portanities for adult education,

* * * * *
We should start with home training. Children are born without

prejudice and without a sense of world-mindedness,
Both are acquired in

the process of growing up. There is need for the home to give basic
training and, prepare children for conditions they must face, Here, there
is a generational

gap. Young people have been relegated to small jobs
and haven't been given, a real place in. making decisions that are lin-
portant. Find a means whereby

grandfathers, fathers, mothers, and children
can all work together on problems of significance to the community_
We should have youth and age coordination.

Our concept of ,world citizenship is subject to change, We accepted
the responsibility as world citizens at San Francisco. We were not well
aware of all the obligations

assumed. We shall be from now on defining
and re-defining the responsibilities of world citizenship.

People are not moving fast enough toward world citizenship. , . We
have seen the world dumped into the lap of the common citizen. The
avtiage person wants to know what he can do about it...

* * * * .

, The group reviewed the responsibility of teachers in interpreting
citizenship and the present burdens of American school teachers. SoMe
means should be found to integrate into the regular school curriculum
those facets of world-mindedness

philosophy which relate to each subject.
We need to understand also 'that discussion of a sounder concept of

international relations sometimes provokes: criticism.. that such methods
,note an attitude of pro-British

or prosomething else, rather than that4 of being pro-American.
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The group expressed concern regarding the readiness and the ability
of school teachers to project and interpret the philosophy of world.mioded

citizens. TeaChers should have a pofound understanding of all (limes
before they arc prepared to teach this

concept, Common, factors underlie
'0 all hnmanity. Human wants are the same the world over, but the means

of satisfying these wants eller in different parts of the world,
.

The problem of educating people for world citizenship is part of the
larger and general problem of extending adult education in this country.
It is the responsibility of all these organizations to carry on a program
of adult education within their own groups and in their own communities,

* * * * *
We discussed:

A. The nature of our goals in terms of world.mindedness;
there was

a disposition to include:

1. A thorn understanding
and appreciation of our own American

culture

2. Knowledge:1nd understanding of people of other lands

3. Tolerance of viewpoints of other nationalities and cultures

4. Deep concern for humanity's welfare

5. Continuing interest in world affairs

6. Working to establish a world peace of 'freedom and justke.

B, How we might reach the people, and the following were proposed:

1. Better reading materials for schools and for adults

2. Exchange of students and teachers with foreign countries
. 3. Local discussion groups

4:Utilizing such groups as:

Parent teacher groups, church groups, women's clubs, labor and
farm groups, community councils, councils on world affairs.

We emphasized the need to:

1. Get the individual citizen to see how world conditions and the
attitudes toward them affect his own vital interests

2. Stimulate the discussion approach to world affairs

3. Discover new leadership among the people

4. Train discussion leaders who are world-minded

5. Develop and elect world-minded political leaders,
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in schools and (b) lack of leadership. The, answer is to pool resources with

the different organizations. Sometimes we depend upon too few people to

do things. Sometimes people are unable to translate their ideas into action

'because they are so tied up on committees. The principal need is co'

ordination of all these groups, so that not all will try to do the same thing.

* * * *
Both men and womeoand the latter element was emphasized

should take a greatly increased interest in the study of political issues

of the local, state, and national community; and, even more, men and

women should take a greatly increased actiie participation in the political

scene of their local area.

Each individual must feel that he has an important burden and a

large share of responsibility which he himself must carry. M the same

time, in a complex society such as ours, we must work thru large or-

ganizations and associations, especially those with which we are affiliated,

for political improvement of our various areas .

There was a unanimous recommendation that the Advisory Committee

of the Citizenship Conference explore the advisability and desirability

of a continuing/committee
to stimulate citizenship activity on the grass-

roots level thru committee councils and other devices,

Other Discussion Groups Add

Their Individual Overall Suggestions

ASK FOR CONTINUATION ACTIVITIES AND YOUTH PARTICIPATION

These were actions of discussion groups and were not voted upon by

the entire Conference on Citizenship. ,

Motion: That this conference sponsor national Citizenship Council

as an outgrowth of this conference, which will be supported by the goy-

ernment and by other groups.

Motion seconded. 4

Amendmeht offered: That, .while the government be invited to put
money into it and support it with some leadership from interested agencies,

its primary organizational support come from civilian local groups.

Amendment accepted,

Discussion of MotionFunctions of Council:

I. Views as to the functions of the Council: first, to conduct research

into better methods for teaching citizenship; second, to coordinate already

existing national groups who are working on citizenship; third, to act as

a clearing hou,se for information on points of view and technicalities of

ky
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carrying forward plans for citizenship. These three are therefore: research,

coordination and dissemination,

2. Somebody has to prepare and nobody is yet preparing material for

this important work, dissemination. Local special interest groups should

be financed to prepare material such as posters and pamphlets to spread

information. Another form of dissemination. would be to have educa-

tional leaders from one part of the country travel to another so that sve can

get a wide interchange of ideas.

3. Another important function of the Council would be )o confront

children with representatives of the various minority groups siuch as Chi-

nese, Indians, and Negroes, to bring about a better mutual understanding.

Motion carded unanimously and so reported.

* * * * *
. It is the recommendation of the group that the value of these

annual gatherings can be made most effective if plans are made by the

National Conference on Citizenship for holding similar confereixes on

citizenship on regional, state, and local levels thruout the country..

We strongly urge the enrolment of the youth of America in every,

program and in all planning for good citizenship, community service, and

civic relations on all national, regional, state and local levels under the

direction of the National Conference on Citizenship,

It is suggested that the National Conference on Citizenship create an

executive or coordinating committee to function between annual con-
ferences to implement the program for regional, state, and local levels and

to serve as a clearing house for the exchange arvi dissemination of projects

of all member national organizations,

* * * * *
Small discussion groups are favored in future conferences. All

can then participate.

Discuision groups should represent a crosssection of opinion, as at
this Onference, and not be divided into special interest groups, as in the

Boston conference last year.

* * * *
From a group of young people participating in the Third National;

Conference:

, . We suggest that:

I. There be even a larger delegate body of young people. We believe

that if the conference consisted of 25 to 30 percent youth from 18 to 25

years' of age, it would be even more beneficial toeach person attending this

conference
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2, There be a representation of youth on your planning committee

and sessions,

3. There be a young person as speaker at tha opening miiiir(g and.

maybe one acting as master of ceremonies at one of the lunches or the
banquet.

4. (a) All the speeches be a little shorter; (b) all speeches be more

concise and to the point; (c) each "send-off" speech to the respective dis
cussion periods be ended with three or four questions or statements which

will provoke deep thought and start the discussions around basic lines of
thought. ,

3

Cooperation means everybody. We can't name all the "every-
body?' but some are so important, or are so frequently overlooked,

that we will give them special attention. Everybody includes youth,

boys and girls who are growing up, who are now forming habits

and attitudes of citizenship. . , Everybody includes new Ameri-
canspeople who are citizen: not merely as an accident of birth
but because they chose to be Americans. , , Everybody includes

minorities, people who live on the wrong side of the tracks, people

who .say "he don't" and "ain't," people who have as much money

as tie wish we had, people who have more power than we think
they ought to have, .. , Everybody includes people who don't
agree with each other, Everybody includes Joe and Helen and
Bill and Sue, the timid people who'maytyl that they have little
,to contribute, not toting that we need- them. , Everybody
includes many people with good sense and good ideas who don't

know how to express themselves, It is our job to see to it that the
inarticulate are heard. Everybody includes you and me, who may,
because we go to meetings such as this and talk a lot about cit;:-

zenship, believe we are thereby fulfilling our duties, Far from it,

Going to meetings like this increases our oltligations, as it increases

our awareness of the magnitude and importance of the jobs to he
done. Yef, cooperation means eierybody.

Third Thumbnail Report

Third National Conference on Citizenship
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14E WORLDMINDED AMERICAN CITIZEN

WILLIAM G. CARR,

Associate Secretary, National Education Association, and Secretary, ,Edu

rational Policies Commission

E ARE a nation born in revolution and nurtured along 1, frontier, a

people not easily frightened by new ideas, Our greatest,, strength

has been our ability to adapt our institutions to new needs without

sacrificNf desirable elements of order and stability.

Among the many qualities which' a good citizen of our country

possess today, certainly the ability to deal effectively with our new inter .

national responsibilities is of first importance; These'new,relationships Were

not sought by us. We hesitated a long while before, accepting them, Even

today, a minority of us would like to retreat from them. But most of, us

are now _convinced, I think, that good Anieri6n. citizenship tqd4 de.

mands a deep concern in world affairs.

Being convinced that new occasions teach new duties, and that, the

international relations of our country present to us such a' new occasion,

the National Education Association, irimediately after` the United States

joined the United Nations in .1945, requested, its ComMittee on Inter-

national Relations to make a thoro Study of the program of ,educatio'n that

should be set up to prepare young Ameiicans to discharge their duties

as loyal citizens of a country that plays a responsible. part in the achieve

went and maintenance of a just peace.. 6 ,

The repot( of the committee is diVkled into two. main sections: The

first part describes the product' we wish .to aOieve thrn the processes Of

educationthe knowledge, the attitudes; the principles of, behavior which,

ought to be made a part Of the life of the developing citizenDelegates to

this Conference have received a surpmary,, of 'the recommendations in this

part of the report. They ire stated in, chi forM of 'ten, characteristics or

qualities which, in the opinion of Q111';' mitiee, a Well- educated, world.

minded American citizen will poss ss, The second,part deals with radical

suggestions for the organization of teaching to produce the qualities desired.

Our committee does not regard' the responsibilities of the American

citizen in the international field as opposed to, or in competition with, the

other civic duties which we all share. On the contrary, the comMittee be.

lieves'that the obligation be intelligent ; about the international relations

of our country is an essential parr of good citizenship. To prepare 'our-

selves and our young' people to ,discharge these, duties is an essential 'part

(46]
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of education for citizenship, The'points of view which characterize the well.

,educated, worldminded American ought to permeate the total program of

citizenship education.

Surely it will hardly be argued today that a true patriot can turn

his back upon the international duties and commitments of the people of

the United States. We must all realize that the protection of ourselves and

of our fellow citizens from the calamities of war is an act of the highest

patriotism. We must realize, too, that a good standard of living and a free

and satisfying life for ourselves and for our fellow citizens cannot be

achieved without due recognition of the fact that America is only one

of many nations which comprise the world. The soundest kind of patriotism

can see beyond the years and beyond the borders of our own country. We

believe that such a patriot is a far better citizen than the man or woman

who is ignorant and unconcerned about the relations of our country with

the rest of the world,

You may be wondering why you are asked to hear about the plans for

the improvement of the work of the schools in the development of world-

minded American citizens. Frankly, there are three reasons why I have

chosen to, present this material to you in this particular way.

In the first place, the schools need your help to encourage the teaching

profession itself to examine cr4ly what it is now doing with reference to

education in international relations. Teachers, like everyone else, tend to

become fixed in certain habits of procedure and thought, It helps us all to

receive the generous interest and informal criticisms of the public at large.

There is a'second reason why we need your understanding and support.

You are leaders of great national civic organizations. We want you to under-

stand that the schools are trying hard to do a good job of educating patri

otic American citizens, At times some organizations give the impression

that if a school teaches children' about any problem outside the borders of

our own country, it is not teaching merican citizenship. We think this

a false and inadequate picture of wh t the school should be doing, We

want your support and understanding or a broader educational program,

We want you, as the leaders of civic org nations, to persuade the members

of your organizations to support their local public schools in the develop

ment of a complete program of civic education, with appropriate emphasis

on the international responsibilities of the people of the United States, This

is, you see, a call for allies and assistants. I am not talking to you about

the hallmarks of the world'minded American with any thought that you

are less capable of passing on these points than hI m asking you to

think with me about the matter because we need your help and under.
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standing. If our schools should neglect this area of civic education, either

because the teachers and school administrators arc not sufficiently sensi

'tive to it, or (as is more likely the case) because teachers and school

administrators are afraid to move inti) the area for fear of public criti

cism, the education of our children will stiffer and our country will suffer,

Third, we in educationwant the help'of other citizens because we

simply cannot do the job by ourselves. If the principles we teach in school

are denied and flouted in the out.of.schoolife of children, if the words

and actions of parents, the, press, the and the community in general
.i

run counter to the lessons of the school, the #ntest is uneven, The schools"

cannot win under such conditions. Children ',learn all the time. No sch9o1

is good enough, or can be good enough, to ca'ncel the other educative fortes

in life. frustration and cynicism are the inevitable products of two oppos.

ing programs of education,

One more point before bringing to an e is already too long intro.

duction. The ideas contained in the ten mar cf the welleducated, world-

minded American citizen did not spring in Mull and perfect stature from

the minds of the members of the committee:or of its staff. They are the

result of a very wide search and consultation, We collected the opinions

of 200 distinguished Americaris. We conducted many conferences with civic

leaders, We asked the advice of experts on international relations and of

educational leaders. I think few reports of this kind rest upon so wide

a process of consultation and deliberation,

The world-minded American citizen: realizes the dreadful danger in

which civilization would be placed by anOer,' world war.

Without subscribing to the pushbutton' theory of warfare, and without

surrendering to an unrelieved despair, Kstiil will understand the perils

which another war would bring. He knFis the general tendency of wars

to become increasingly costly and incitiltsingly destructive. Allow me to

quote just one figure which is typical the 'kind of material that could

be brought to the attention of our youth71to illustrate just one aspect of the

cost of war in one single'city, it has been stimated that in the city of Berlin,

alone, if a train of fifty cars were to leave each day to carry away the

rubble of the Second World War, it woUld' take 1600 years to remove the

debris left by the lighting in that one city. When we add to the damage done

to physical propettysoine of it is of great historical and artistic value, and

all of it precious to someonethe damage done to human beings and the

corrosive damage done m standards of ethical acid moral behivior, we begin

to realize what war does to humanity, Experience forces us to face the
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stark possibility that the values which we would try to defend in another

war could be hist in the very process of defending them.

The worldinded American citizen has a desire for peace with liberty

and justice.

Let no one suppose that the worldinded American citizen will ac-

cept peace at any price. There could be a peace of slavery, a, peace where

human rights are ignored, a peace of death, There could be tempoiaiy

security in submission to injustice, security in stagnation, the security of

a cage. There is a basic morality in the peace and security which the world.

minded American aims to promote and toj cheri;11, He has been taught to

stand up for freedom both because freedom is a good thing in itself, and

because the suppression of freedom is a menace to the peace of the world,

Every invasion of freedom of thought and of speech in our country is a

threat to the peace. Every extension of tyranny over the mind of man,

anywhere in the world, is a danger to peace. Help us to use public educa

tion to make our country a living demonstration to all the world that free

men, with free minds, are the surest guaiantees of peace and justice.

The worldminded American knows that nothing in human nature

makes war inevitable.

The dismal chant that you can't change human nature has been

raised against every hopeful and progressive tendency in history. It was

used to defend human slavery, to oppose the inauguration of free

schools, to prove with exquisite logic that men never could rule them-

selves. But slavery is gone, public education is routine, and government

by the people has not perished from the earth. The gloomy prophets

were wrong before; they are wrong today. Some people say that there

must always be wars. But careful students of pyschology tell us that every

normal person at birth possesses almost unlimited capacities of variable

response, Impulses can be regulated, directed, guided. We see illustrations

of that fact at every dining table and tf'ilffiC light. Dictatorships nearly al-

ways teach their people that war is unavoidable, War may, indeed, come

again. But, if it does come, it will not stem from some primordial force

beyond human power to halt, like the tides of the sea or the swing of the

stars in the sky.

To be sure, conflicts of interest are inevitable as long as everyone

can not have everything he wants, But most conflicts of interest, even in

the imperfect world of today, are resolved without violence. Only an oc-

casional war and a relatively few criminal acts are the exceptions to the gen-

eral rule. Nearly all possible uses of violence are now subdued and reg-

ulated either by agencies of government or by the influence of social custom
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and personal habits, by the restraints of kw, Mankind has traveled Very

far indeed along Clic road from the anarchy of the jungles. To say that the

next few remaining steps to complete the journey are impossible is to
deny the evidence of both history and pyschology.

The unrld.mindeel American hello er in, and uses, organized akaa

lion as one means to peace through understanding,.

Until 1915, when provisions for. educational cooperation were added

to the United Nations Charter and the United, Nations Educational, Scien

tific, and Cultural' Organization (Unesco) was established, the traditional

tools for building peace were military,'political, and economic. Many times

in history, skillful administrators with powerful armies at their disposal

have built empires which temporarily brought about a 'kind of peace or

Nuilihrinm, More recently agreements among nations, ranging all the

sv;.y from elaborate structures like the League of Nations and the United

,Nations to simple treaties, have also been used in an effort to regulate

international affairs by peaceful mins, These political measures, too, have
,

failed, Without substantial help from many other kinds of activity, the

United Nations itself is not likely to be able to keep .she peace. Still more

recently, efforts have been made to bring about peace by instituting counter

measures against the economic causes of war, through international trade, o
international banking institutions, international agreements Onterning
currencies, regulation of access to raw materials, and many other economic
measures,

;',';The use of force, the use of diplomacy. and the 'use of wealth to

bring about peace are all, on occasion, important and useful aspects of
the total task. There is one other available instrument which we have
scarcely begun to use. The great force of organized education can add
powerfully to the efforts of peace builders, Ignored or wrongly directed'
that same force can bring their shrewdest plans to ruin. War will not be

.brought Under control merely by providing police, legal codes, and enough
to eat. The knowledge and attitudes that make for peace are developed
by education. So are the knowledge and attitudes

that make for war. Ap-
propriate education can develop an intelligent desire for peace and an
understanding of the conditions

necessary for maintaining it, The well-
educated citizen will not suppose that education alone is sufficient to
guarantee the peace and security of nations, but he willatealize that it is
a force which ought to be used skillfully and consistently in the interna-
tional relations of the future,
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Thc world ntinded American sees the common humanity that under,

lie's Melons of cuitilre,

One of the greatest tasks of education, both for the achievement of

better United States and for the maintenance of peace is to avoid national

and racial prejudice. We arc not horn with prejudices; they are thrust

upon us. We all develop a series of oversimplified pictures of other peoples.

We pass on these false ideas to one another ity.many subtle ways. There

is, if we would only stop to think about it, no sound basis, for these gen-

eralizations. A cross section of any nation will reveal some citizens who

are stingy and some who are generous, some with .a sense of humor and

some without, some who are honest and some who cheat, and so on.

That is true of the people of the United Stns. It is true of the people.

of every other country. Ni) nation or race has all the good traits or all

the bad traits of out universal human nature. Help us to teach our chil-

dren to appraise each person for what he is as an individual, rather than

in terms of his member tip in some group

The world.minded citizen knows that nations mint cooperate,

The present system of unlimited national sovereignty is really no

system at all. It is anarchy at the international level. The well-educated

American, however, knows that although irresponsible nationalism is a

threat to the peace, the modern nation represents a massive achievement

in the widening area of unity and order.

o
The well-educated eitieo takes an informed interest in tl

the United Nations nd of other international agencies, This is not a mat-

ter of teaching our children to praise the United Nations, It is not a

question of teaching:blig faith in the United Nations, It is a question

of teaching the important. facts about the United Nationsits structure,

purpose, membership, faild're's and successes. If we were our on a stormy

sea, in a leaky boar with the motor misfiring occasionally and the salt water

coming in at the seams, we would not sink the boat, Bad as the boat

Might be, we would do our best to stop the leaks and to get the .motor;

running better. It is the same,way with the United Nations. It is in a

very difficult stotm. It may, indeed, prove inadequate, but it is the only

boat we have. We had better do oor level best to make it run safely and

smoothly. We should inform ourselves carefully about proposals for im-

proving the United Nations by a system of world government. Undoubtedly,

the long tang evolution of human ,society is in this direction. Anything

. we can do to help this trend is good.

We can lay the foundation for a stronger United Nations by develop-

ing in our o\vn children a sense of world community. The United Nations
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ought to be transformed as quickly as possible into a limited system of
world law, That can't happen me, night. Psychological foundations fur it
will have to he laid first. Children should be taught, as a matter of fact
and without propaganda, about the various proposals that have been made
for strengthening the United Nations. I want to be very clear about this
point. I am not advocating that the schools become

a propaganda forum
for somebody's pet plan of how to save the worldthru world govern-
ment or anything else. But I am suggesting that schools develop attitudes,
knowledge, and information which will make world citizenship possible.

Such a program may be opposed by people who sincerely
believe that

education of that kind ii.disrespect to our own nation, I do not believe
that viewpoint will stand tip under searching examination. The security of
our nationour free institutions--our

very livesour economic welfare
are all intimately tied up with the maintenance of

peace. That means a
world organization that can keep the peace. And that means the develop-
ment of attitudes which permit such a world organization to emerge. That
I think, is an unassailable chain of logic. Education for world citizenship,
beginning with the immediate environment, the adjustment of little did-
dren to what they see and hear every day, and broadening out in circles
that knoW no limits smaller than the earth, is the basis for what most come
hereafterand the only basis, So I say, let's lift up the children so that
they can see further than we can, Don't fence them in, There need be no
conflict between loyal, responsible, vigorous, patriotic support for the
government and the people of the Un'ited States and an equally vigorous
and patriotic support for the United Nations and an evolving system of
world taw.

The worldminded American realizes hot. closely economic conditions
are connected Ilia) good or bad international relations,

Hire is an area where domestic and foreign'policy overlap, Run your
mind aver the major economic problems in our country today: labor re-
lat.on, inflation, tax rates, business prosperity, employment,

agricultural
production, natural resources, and so on.. Do we not find, if we pierce
through the thin outer layer of these problems, that they have important
international repercussions? We lent money to the British recently. They have
to spend most of the money in this country, Does it matter to the British
what happens to prices in this country? We may well teach our children
and ourselves to approach our economic problems, even those that may

seem at first to be of purely local or even personal concern, with due
recognition of the effect of our actions in the international sphere. ,
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The world-nrindal American is a humanitarian,

To care deeply and sincerely about other people is a trait of which

we need not be ashamed. However it may he under the . ruthless regiMe

of a dictatorship, a callous disregard for the sufferings of others is not a

trait that we Americans admire or foster, Few Americans, however, are,

really aware of the poverty and misery to which most of the people of the

world are condemned. Nothing in our experience permits us to understand

the real conditions of life for millions of our fellow men. Perhaps the

hardest lesson for any of us to learn in this respect is that nations are

composed of people, The man who groans as he pays his taxes for aid from

our government to another governMent, will pay up with a smile to aid

another person. Robert Louis Stevenron once said that, if everyone in the

world ate at the same table, no one would go hungry for very long. That

is why, in reaching humane and kindly attitudes, an outlet for these feelings

in action, as personal and direct action as possible, should be provided.

The teorld-minded American applies skill and judgment to the con

tinning study of international questions.

The best that any school can do for a young person is to give him a

good running start, He has to finish the race for himself. Formal education

can, teach us some things of lasting Yalu , but the most important things

we acquire in school are habits and skills 'ith a guaranteed lifetime of

usefulness, As far as good citizenship is con toed, these habits and skills

are of special importance, One can learn the 1phabet and the multiplica-

don table as fixed and final decisions. We are or likely to add any new

letters to the 26 we already have; nor shall we Discover that two times

four is any number except eight. But the shape an' ubstance of contem-

porary problems will change from year to year, even fm day to day. We

cannot teach our children international relations once and for all.

Does this mean that the study of current events and problems is futile?

Not at all. Such study will add to the historical background needed io make

wise decisions in the future. More valuable still are the acquisition of

skills and the habit of analyzing international issues. Although the substance

changes, the method of analysis remains essentially the same. Although the

nature of future international problems cannot be foreseen, we can be

certain that habits of critical thinking will always be essential equipment

for a good American. citizen.

Finally, the world.minded ,American citizen acts in appropriate trays

to bring about a world. at peace, in urrhich liberty and justice are assured for

all.

Contrary to a popular opinion, the American citizen can, if he will,
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influence international affairs in many ways, He may correspond with

citizens of other lands or contribute to overseas relief. As producer and

consumer, his personal decisions alfei economic relations among nations,

Most important, he can influence the decisions of international conferenEes

and organizations, The American has a larger opportunity--and a greater

responsibilitythan -the citizens of most other nations. His influence is

doubly strengthenedfirst, by the power of the United States and, second,

by the fact that our government is subject to the sovereign will of the

people.

Some people say, Any individual effort is a Waite of time, The men

in Washington will decide what to do," Yet in the final analysis the citi.

zens do .decide on our foreign policythru the ballot box, thru in-

fluence ion elected or executive officials, through the expression of public

opinion, But whether thru personal acts or thru government policy,

thru the ballot box or expression of opinion, thru political parties

or thru pressure groups, the ultimate test of good civic education is

action which will move our country and the world nearer to the ideal of

peace with liberty and justice for all.

Maybe tee can learn tha't tie may not need to sell liberty for a

ol,prnnisc of security, for, through intelligc,it cooperative adi we

may he able to achieve both: tee may be ald :r) achieve dem,cracy,

Ire may learn that re don't yet knots the appropriate role of the

federal government in regulating our current society and our

modern economy. Let's remember that re don't yet know, and

let's not he strayed by oratory based on individual whim rather

than on considered group judgment,
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"NO GREATER JOY, NO GREATER DUTY"

TOM C. CLARK

Attorney. General of the United States

. te

1

T is with genuine pleasure that I have the opportunity to participate

in the Third National Conference on Citizenship, I shall always cherish

the privilege of being present ;it the birth of this conference in

Philadelphia two years ago, and of being invited again one year later to

join you in the second anniversary in Boston,

I wish every American could have been here and witnessed the in

spiting massing of the colors by these beautiful young women, It brings

forcibly home to us the significance of this meeting. As President Truman

so aptly said in his greetings to the delegates at the opening session

yesterdayThis is "a conference so timely and so importune" And what

.could be More important than an assembly of Americans. dedicated to

the building of a better America and a better world.

The Ap-olle Paul, on the occasion of his arrest during a riot in jetu

salem, drew the attention of his captors when he proudly exclaimed: 'I am

a man of Tarsus-3 citizen of no mean city and demand to be, heard,"

Two thousand years Liter, in this year of 1918, a friend traveling

abroad was standing in line for customs 'inspection. He heard the inspector

in clipped tone ask the man ahead, "Subject of what country?"

The man to whom the question was addressed exclaimed, 'Subject of

no country!. I am a citizen of the United States!"

Many of us, however, have been in the habit of taking our citizenship

too much for granted, especially in peacetime, We seem to overlook the

fact that United States citizenship is the most precious asset in the. world.

I wish that you could know of the infinite pains that we in the Depart

ment of Justice take, to protect the rights of the individual, Attorneys

spend days sometimes to make certain that individual freedom is preserved.

Of course this work does not make the headlines because the person

involved is more often little known. But to us there is no common man

Citizenship is the peerage in these United States.

I can conceive no greater joy than being an American citizen, tint I

can also conceive no greater duty. Especially is the latter brought home

to us in these anxious' times when an aching world is struggling to find

a cure for its baffling, ills. .

These hundreds of persons from public spirited organizations and,

governmental agencies, together with scores of other individuals from over
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in needassisting them in a material way..

Our foreign and domestic policies are two sides of the same medallion,

We are assisting peoples across the sea with. some necessities of life so that
they may restore their peace and freedom. Genetous as we arc in our deal-
ings with those peoks, we must continue to be as lust and generous

with each other here at home.

We muilki on, constant guard against these subversive forces in our
midstbe they. Communists, Fascists, or Naziswho would destroy our
peace, sap our strength and undermine

our security, and divide and weaken

us so that this nation would be a soft prey for any foe,

Your government is fully aware of the danger, and has taken and
continues to take steps I meet it within the framework of the Constitu-
tion and as our presentliws permit, as I stated at our Boston conference
last year.

You will probably recall that at that time I also pledged there would
be no witch hunts. And I renew that pledge now! The rime and the clock
will nor be turned back!

T. wish to emphasize again that the safest and best way to combat
sinister "isms" and subversive groups who seek to overthrow our gov-
ernment by forceand violence -the best way to defeat a Godless ideology

is to make the ideal of democracy a living factto make our way of life
such Ato enlist and keep the loyalty of our citizens in thought, in feeling
and in action.

As the stream seeks the sea, man seeks the fulfilment of his being.
We ShOuld make it possible for the stream of life to (low unobstructed

so that every individual may have the opportunity for a full and abundant
life and to become a responsible member' of the community.

The obligation is upon us, the citizenry, to provide the
facilities whereby

the intellectual and physical energies of all our citizens especially those
who may be forgotten and

neglectedare cultivated and put to productive

use. This is stock-taking time for the Citizenship Conference. What does
the inventory show? We admit that it is not a petfect warehouse, But
stocking it with wicked ideologies will make not it better stock, Only by stock

piling more democracy will we make our country safe.

The ills of democracy can be cured only by more democracyreducing

squalor, disease and distress housing. In the fullness of democracy there
should he no underpaid school teachers and no millions of children without'

adequate health and school facilities. This is important when one realizes
that over 42,000,000 of our population Pare under the%ge of 18 years.

And 5,000,000 of 'these are not in school.

This is the challenge of the hour and the day. Groups like yours must
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V
CAZts hat programs to blur out this stigma on our national life shall not be

sabotaged. And I am referring specifically to bills now in Congress that

would provide aid to education and housing for millions of our people,

However, let us always remember that while democracy is not perfect,

the democratic ideal has sustained our nation since its beginning; that

while in our daily practices we have on many occasions fallen short '8f the

ideal, in the long run we have been moving in the direction of our goal.

We must continue to move in that direction!

Our hope in the most promising age of all mankind rests upon the

shoulders of Amerkan citizensUtiseIRsh! Enlightened! Unafraid!

With God's help we will go forward, traveling the upper highway,,
seeking the peak of freedom, security and ptosperity for all humanity.

-- .

Should we 11 to who our problemrby legislation or h edn.

./ cation? It i(n't "either or," it scents, but rather, "both and,"
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CITIZENSHIP IN ACTION IN THE
LOCAL COMMUNITY

RHEA N. ECKEL

Executive Secretary

Neu) York State Citizens' Council, lnc,

LISTEN with me to Carl Sandburg:

The people is every man, everybody. Everybody is you and me
and all others, What everybody says is what we all sayand

what is it we all say?

What is it we all say? Sandburg's title suggests an answer, "The People,
Yes", Faith in peoplefaith in the men and women of Americabrought
you and me to, this Third Annual Conference on Citizenship. Drawn
together by this faith,,by a conviction that democracy is an earned right
we Must keep on re.earning, you and I have set ourselves a task. How do we
translate the concepts of democracy into living reality in our home towns?
How can we rid our communities of the ghost of fearfear that we are
living in a world gone out of control? We can agree with Siindburg,
"Eveiybody is you and me". We can say, "The People, Yes", but that's
not enough. For our most compelling assignment is to bring into existence
now a way of life that means,

"The People, Yes?" But we won't do the
job unless we find some Specific, effective

techniques that are practical
in or neighborladods, instead of having merely theoretical appeal for a
delightful group of people like ourselves, Today is an apt time to step
back from our daily routines to gain a better perspective of our way of life,

I hope that now, and in the discussions to follow, we can take three
stens. At)a glance they appear simple, but in reality to climb them success-
fu'ly is to achieve for democracy a position of impregnable strength, Let's
first see if we can agree on the emphasis to be given to work at the founda-
tions, at the "grass roots ", Let's find out whether we concur that the focal
points of constructive work must be the places where we live, Then,
lets appraise some of the Major challenges

to communities today, for I
believe we can agree on some baSic priorities, Finally, let's look, at some
successful methods, which taken singly in separate cities, towns, and villages
may not seem particularly

impressive, but when taken together add up to
a democracy on the march.

What about the communities we live in? Are they important? Shall
our strategy_ be concerned directly with them, or with remote problems?
I believe that we start where we live. To do otherwise is to engage in an
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unrealistic form of social escapism, Hometown USA is the place where gains

are made, where state and national progress are recorded. Hometown USA

is the laboratory where the voluntary efforts of men and women create the

pattern of democratic living. It is the place where,democracy can function
in a practical way. After all, what is America, or any country, but a call
tion of large and small communities? In the perspective of a strong,

democratic United States, our communities are central. They are the pivotal

pointsthey make up the base on which the structure of our country is
built,

Arthur Morgan says, "It is high time the fundamental significance of the

community be recognized." He asks us to realize that the preservation and
transmission of the fundamentals of civilization depend, upon a vigorous,

wholesome community life. UnlessInany people live and work with harmony
in the intimate relationships of their communities, there never can emerge

a truly unified nation, or a peaceful community of mankind.

It is in our communities where problems become real, Bungling in
Palestine creates neighborhood divisions. A party line shift in Moscow
subjects your nett door neighbor to vitriolic attacks..A strike in Detroit

throws an assembly plant in my town out of gear. A selfish pricing policy

in a nationwide industry shrinks pocket books in every house in my block.
A new draft law hits my home with telling impact. An agreement at Lake
Success brings new hope to Bill Smith's fireside. Abandonment of funda.
mental concepts of justice by

a Congressional committee carries fear to
the heart of that honest lilyl trying to do a forthright teaching job in
the school on the corner. Conversely, provincial attitudes in our town
toward reciprocaliirade treaties, for examplecan contribute directly to
badly dawn national legislation affecting citizens in this country and abroad.

We must agree with the farsighted man who said, "In the last analysis,
it is in the American' community that the fight for political freedom will
be won or lost."

If communities, then, are central, if they are the places where our
strength and resources must be brought to bear, what challenges must
communities meet? What areas deserve priority?

I would place high the development of a constantly evolving coinninnity
conscience whereby each person sees himself as a 'citizen of the national
and wotld community: as well, as of his immediate home town, The good
neighbor, the efficient planner, cleans his own back yard well, but in the
process, he has regard for the people who live around him. It is a con
science that refuses to tolerate man's inhumanity to man, wklier that
inhumanity is expressed in terms of economic greed, racial an4eligious

bigotry, or merely in annthinking social snobblishness. It is a conscience
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THE CITIZENSHIP CONFERENCE

effective leadership and serving as Ode posts in a gigantic program for

so una community ,planning and de(alopment,

They are active thruout New York State and elsewhere in the nation.

Cit.zens in these towns are proving drat American democracy has no peer

in the kind of vitality and cooperative action that gets things done,

What are some of these community councils doing? Fo,r example; 4
they are courting juvenile delinquency through organization of effective

youth recreation programs; they are whipping citizen lethargy with lively

and dramatic adult education classes and public forums on local, national

and worldwide issues, Community councils have found housing for veterans;

helped bring industrial plants into their town; called attention to poor

sanitation procedures; organized musical talent into a community symphony

orchestra; sponsored cleanup campaigns to improve the physical hppearance

of their town; attracted 'educational institutions to the connunityand
. engaged in many activities which have made all the townspeople proud

to declare thir is my foul:, All this is on the record.

A community council can turn an empty store into a teen-age club,

It can run a nursery for harassed, working mothers. It can streamline an

old-fashioned school system and conduct United Nations forums and dis-

cussions. It can organize an entire community into a powerful, democratic

force wind wake up every member of the community to a realization that

cooperation among nations begins with cooperation among people right

in their own home town. Yes, this is all on'the record.

lnspirin stories of democratic achievement and citizen harmony are

found in ew York St'ate. e stories are repeated' from coast to coast,

bur i sp crank of New York because 1 am most familiar with that state.

Our staff members recall vividly, and with delight, the achievements of

a council in a small residential central New York community, This was

a quiet, rather static town, with little "atmosphere or activity. The wants

of residents were secured from neighboring communities' or from the
metropolitan area several miles away.

About a year ago some 30 young men and women gathered to take

stock of their community with critical eyes. They wanted to do sonictbing

to cause all its residents to be proud to live there. A country-wide organi-

zation was formed and a program drafted to "promote better social activity,

.civic improvement, and general philanthropic work along practical and

educational lines," They meant these words .which were written in their

constitution. They are translating them into action and the community

is solidly behind them,

Slowly, but with fixed determination, the council members helped,

overcome citizen apathy. And today community spirit runs high with such
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projects as tq town's first public library, a scholarship fund, a recreation

program for youth and a vigorous campaign for a fire-fighting force. Each

of these projects is a significant step forward in the history of this small

rural community, whose people arc applying the principle of "cooperative

citizen action" and self-help in a lively community-building enterprise,

In another; and larger, community, a 60-member board and five sub-

committees, ably representing most groups in the city, are guiding an

active citizens' community council.

Each spring, when member organizations select program chairrien for

the coming year, the local council coked a one-day leadership training

institute, The leadersinthemaking discuss issues which should be included

in future programs, They learn about the council and its services: the

library of up-to-the-minute pamphlets, bulletins, clippings and bibliographies;

the special aids for leaders of nationality groups; the active lecture bureau.

And they learn more details about how the council utilizes every communi-

cation medium in the area for its broad educational program on current

affairs.

But a council is no pantic a, Unless it works with existing groups

service clubs, voters leagues, veterans organizations, and so onit will fail.

And gains can be made wherever and whenever members of any organiza,

tion, any educational institution, or any governmental agency, view communi.

ties in broad perspective.

Perhaps the key to the whole subject is leadership. The war years drove

home the blunt fact that each of us has a distinct and 'important place to

fill in the national and world picture. We played our individual parts

Well to win the war. We must continue to do so to win the peace. The,

role of the United States in the community of nations demands, to repeat,

the best of each of usthe best leadership, the, best service, the best con

tribution of our talentsbecause these are perhaps the most challenging

times in American history.

America could never have been built, our democracy could nevq have

been successful without the leadership and services of millions of citizen

volunteers, People who saw what needed to be done and did it made the

United States a great nation. And today, volunteers, in teamwork with

professionals in all fields, can and will provide the power to maintain our

greatness.

We know that communities have leadership resources which have not
g

been tapped. We know leaders can be trained, for the New York State

Citizens' .Council and other groups have. trained them successfully.

* * *
This afternoon, then, we have said:
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Eirstour home towns are contrakth4 are the key to an intelligent
social strategy.

Second--the challenges to communities are greatthey lie, for example,
in planning and land use, in recreation; in education, health and welfare;
they are found whetever the people area

Thirdthere are effective methods for attacking problemsthe organi
nation of local citizens councils, the utilization and expansion of resources
of groups lik!! the New York State Citizens' Council, the dlawing together
in communities of resources of rekarch, education, and

administration, the
development of intelligent leadership; in short, the broadening of citizen
participation in public affairs.

I like Eduard Lindemids
statement: "The central functional concept

Of democracy is participation; when a citizen withdraws, refrains from

policymaking responsibilities, then democracy falters and fails."
May I make one proposal before I conclude? I would like to suggest

the establishment of a National Community Foundation financed by govern-
ment., private foundations,

corporate and individual giftsits basic purpose
to give aid to communities, usually thru independent statewide citizens
councils and similar

groups. Our tasks are clear enough, we have begun to
develop the methods, we do need resources adequate for the task at hand.
A National Community

Foundation could be the catalytic for bringing about
cooperative community development and action thruout the country.

David Burnham said: "Make no little plansthey have no magic to
stir men's bloodand

probably themselves will never be realized. Make
big plansaim high in hope and workremembering that a noble, logical
diagram once recorded will never die: but long after we arc gone will be a
living thing, asserting itself with evergrotving insistency Remember that
our sons and grandsons are going to do things that would stagger us. Let
your watchword be order and your beacon beauty,"

As we work tltru this conferencewhen we go back to our home towns,
we can get ritizenrhip in action in our local communities. I am confident
we can provide the essential specifics, and that the, we can say with Carl
Sandburg, "The People, Yes ",

The best way to knote each other is to work toget ter, (Tod.
nett knows, there it enough work to do in OP, nation. Let's get
together, rcg,Irdlor of race, religion, skin color, and money in ow
porketr, and do the job,

Second Thumbnail Report

Third National Conference on Citizenship

s7

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES O[ CITIZENSHIP

CARL H. HYATT

Piralor, The AtIorlicy 6encids Program

vit) years ago, the first National Conferenctl on Citizenship was Itch

in Philadelphia.

Those responsible for the conference felt that our country needed an

enlightened and progressive citizenry, sensible of its great herititge, vigilant

in its defense, and alert to the fulfillment of its obligations, in peace as in

war.

The Philadelphia conference was a milestone in democratic relations.

People from diverse groups sat down together, to coupe' with each

other on how best to translate the heritage of American citizenship 'into

dynamic reality:

The delegates urged national solidarity to meet the challenge of the

future. While they recognized that differences among individuals are a

part of democracy, they stressed again and again the necessity for resolving

these differences when they become disruptive to the unity of the whole.

On this high plane, the gathering in Philadelphia set a pattern. for

the Second National Conference, which was held a Year later in Boston,

In both the First and the Second Conferences, the National Educirtion

Association had the advice and cooperation of the United Stares De.

partment of Justice. In this Third National Conference, the Department

of Justice is co-sponsor with the Association.

The structure and objectives of the Boston and Philadelphia meetings

were similar. Attendance was limited, for the conferences were in a forma-

tive stage. To a certain extent, they were experimental, designed to End

out how well representatives of different groups could work together,

how analytically and objectively they could reexamine the rights and re

sponsibilities of citizenship, and how. readily they could subordinate in-

dividual and special interests for the common good. It was hoped, also,

that these conferences would lay the groundwork for larger and more repre-

sentative ones in the fuure.

Standing before this inspiring assembly of men and womenleaders

among those having at heart the future of our country and of the world,

I know I speak for all of us who took part in the earlier planning, when

I say, we are now convinced that a national conference on citizenship is

more than a noble idea; it is a reality.

And so we meet for the Third National Conference, We meet ar a

crucial time in national and world history. A spirit of uneasiness. :tppre

[67)
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hension, even of fear ,is abroad in our land and every land. Evidences'of
disunity are seen on every hand.

We have to choose a philosophy to live by-- -a philosophy of hope,
or a philosophy of fear,

If we choose the philosophy of fear and failure, we shall destroy our
selves physically and spirtually.

If we choose the philosophy of hope and courage, we shall find a good
life for ourOlves and all humanity.

It is fitting, indeed, that the Conference should be held in the Nation's
Capital.

Here, we meet in the midst of shrines that symbolize the soul of our
country, that record America's history and foretell her destiny.

A few yards away, pointing to the stars, rises the Washington Monti.

ntnt, Erected by a grateful people in loving tribute to the Father of our
Country, it memorializes his unselfish devotion to the cause of freedom.
In our early troubled days, the steadfast and selfless character of Geige
Washington held the Thirteen Colonies together, as they strove to achieve

independence. After victory, it helped to fuse quarreling states into a strong
and enduring nation.

Across the tidal basin stands the Jefferstin Memorial, embodying
the spirit of the man who expressed the basic principles of our national
life, Thomas Jefferson placed his faith in the "experiment of self-government
and the inherent goodness of. human nature." He gave to this nation its
democratic mission, A Virginian, an American, a citizen of the world,
he enunciated the principle that the rights of man are universal.

.

Nearby is the Lincoln Memorial, dedicated to the memory of a man
whose, great heart held love for all humanity. Carved -on its walls, as
well as stamped upon the minds and hearts of the people of America,

are the nevertobeforgotten words of the Gettysburg Address., Lin
saw what the world must come to seethat liberty in indivisible,

Across the Potomac in Arlington Cemetery is the tomb of the Un-
knoh 5nIdier, reminding us that America reverently remembers its
unknown and unsung heroes, Who sacrificed for the rights and privileges
that we all enjoy. From behind the plot', beside the machines of indus-
try, the crossroads of business. and the higlAvays and bypaths 'of our
great nation have Come countless thousands of the 'great 'plain people
who have helped to shape

out national destiny and 'to bring the American
dream nearer to living truth,

On 'a hill, not far away, rises the Wa'shington Cathedral, Within it is
the last resting, place of Woodrow Wilson, who envisioned a world safe
for democracy and a day when wars would he no more. Woodrow Wilson
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realized that we are a part of the world, that humanity is indivisible,

that America touches elbows and hearts with all the nations of mankind.

He realized that the future of our nation is bound up with the future.',

of 'the human race.

Slightly to the east of us stands the stately White House, the home

of our presidents from the days of John Adams to the present time, This

dignified dwelling place is, indeed, a "shrine of on -going democracy, within

which lives a president whose greatness is measured by the extent to

which he is the servant of all the people

Facing the Capitol is the majestic ucture that houses the .Supreme

Court. Within this temple of justice, one feels a spirit of reverence, coupled

with a sense of pride, at being in the presence of the tribunal that pro-

tects and defends,,,our Constitution with its Bill of Rights our priceless

charter of

Ove?looki4 the city, its .cornerstone laid by George Washington, is

our' nationaltapitol, Silhouetted against an everchanging sky, its silvery

dome signifies to the world the right of free people to govern themselves,

In its historic chambers, democracy speaks thru representatives chosen by

the voice Of the people,

Truly these shrines give vivid expression to the rights and respon

sibilities of citizenshipthe thenie of this conference. And so I repeat,

it is fitting that we meet in the nation's capital. Here we feel the pulsa-

tions of our country's heart and vibrations from happenings the world over.

Long and careful thought went into the theme of the conference. The

decision was made by neither the Department of Justice nor the National

Education Association.

First, the Attor'ney General's Advisory Committee on Citizenship,

composed of distinguished citizens representing varied groups, discussed

at length subjects that might be considered. Next, the Conference Advisory

Committee on Citizenship of the National Education Association, likewise

composed of outstanding citizens from different callings, weighed care-

fully several suggestions. Finally, the two committees, in joint session,

agreed upon the theme submitted for your deliberations,

Today, Basic Human, Rights and Attendant' esponsibilities extend

from the familiar place'of our home' towns rots ''a, -flung corners of the
.,

earth,
. ,

Distance has been dwarfed, and time telesc . a far cry from

that era when it took General Washington seven days to travel from

Mount Vernon to New York for his inauguration as our first President, and

when another presidential party, on its way to the national capital, got .

lost' in the forest between BaltimOre and Washington,
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We no longer travel to New York in a buggy, traverse the continent
in a prairie schooner, or cross the ocean in a sailing. vessel. Science has
shrunk oceans and continents, destrnying geographical isolation, and draw.
ing all peopleS nearer to one another.

Plunged into the Atomic Age, in, possession of a power that we do
not fully understand and have not yet mastered, we are faced with ma.
mentous decisions, impelling in their urgency.

We are forced to think, not merely in community, oc state, or even
national terms,, but in world tern's. For like the pebble,\ ossed into a
body of water, which starts circles that widen and widen

ey
reach the farthest shore, what happens in our hamlets and villages ultimately

is felt in the capitals of the nations.

What we do in world affairs depends upon what we are and do as
a 'nation, which in turn depends upon what we are and do in our
states and communities.

Arid in the final analysis, it is what we are and do as individuals.
The strength of our nation comes from the Combined strength of

the men and women who make it up, and the strength of each of these
comes from within, nor from without,

From ,world affairs to local affairs threads the principle that rights
and responsibilities are inseparable, They follow one upon another as
do the ebb and flow' of the tide in the seas that both separate and unite
the lands of the globe.

A noble group, including Plato, Aristotle, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham
Lincoln, Woodrow Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt have carried to
all ages the message that happiness, and friendship,

and peace beldng to
all humanity.

tars of David, and crosses row on row, in cemeteries under wick
and starry skies everywhere spell out that liberty, is universalthat this
God-given right planted in the hearts of all should be denied to none.

Man cannot speak truly of freedom and mean freedom only for himself,
He must mean morea willingness to defend the liberty of others,

Freedom is not for Americans to enjoy in isnlation. A gift of the Divine,
if we are selfish with it, we may lose it.

When we speak of liberty
we should mean not only the benefits

it brings, but the lofty ideas it' represents and the duties and obligations
that, it imposes! We must think not of what we want, but of what others
should have, Acting upon this moral and spiritual plane, our own lives
will become richer, As the advance of science brings peoples face to
face, they must of necessity find the way to live together in amity.

16ternational good will and understanding are attainable goals.
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Altho the world may seem to falter in -its onward march, we should

not despair. In 1787 fifty-five determined menmost of them wise, all

of them sinceremet in Independence Hall to lay the foundation for

the greatest nation on earth.

The hour was dark, bunhey did not waver!

Instead they brought order out of chaos, and wrought unity out of

division.

Today we must continue to give our support to the United Natinns,

the most ambitious attempt yet made toward lasting peace.

The well-being of Americans is bound up with the well-being of all

mankind. Our lives are entwined with the lives of peoples everywhere;

anything that affects their welfare ultimately affects ours. We cannot

isolate ourselves.

As we play our destined role in helping to rebuild humanity, in

helping to restore to stricken peoples faith in themselves and hope for

the futurefaith in 'the dignity and destiny of manwe must draw

heavily upon our American heritage: And our heritage comes from all

the world and our people from all mankind,

Out of the erdnal longing and quest for freedom, millions from

far away lands crossed 'strange oceans and came hete to realize their

dreams of liberty. Some brought little except courage and hope. Others

brought something. more, precious skills and talerits. All made their

contribution, building, renewing, and enriching this great nation, and

making it the inspiration of liberty In'ving and oppressed. peoples every\

where.

People of every race, creed, and culture,.broughP their gifts and laid

them at the altar of America, .
America now has the opportunity to repay

its debt to mankind. It is most appropriate, therefore, that this con-

ference consider the subject of the "World-Minded American Citizen."

As wseek td light the way, and to guide humanity to freedom and
),

happiness
,

-In ;,lands 'across the seas, we must likewise attempt to build

for people within our own borders a way of life that is filled with liberty

and justice for all,

With all of our glorious history, our cowry is not perfect. There

are moments when the flag (hoops in shame at the selfishness and

greed of those who betray the American heritage, and attempt to divert its

march toward the fullness of democracy.

A good America can become a better America. Sovereign citizens

genuine and faithful in purpose, ever mindful of their trustcan hand

on to the next generation a better and nobler America than 'they them-

selves found.
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And that is why we are also discussing,at this conference, "Citizenship
1 Action in the Local Community."

As we face the future, let us plaice the ideal as high as possible
even beyond our reach. The ideal that shapes our life should perhaps
be as far above us s the stars that guide the

navigator; charting the
course of his ship at a.

Our precious merican heritage which we seek to translate on local,
national and internatibiljevels is not something material, We cannotfire it, or touch it. It ii not the Liberty Bell, Lexington, or Valley Forge.

iti

'Rather, it is what the Liberty Bell rang out to proclaim, what the patriots
defended at Lexington, and what

Washington fought and prayed for at
Valley Forge.

I know of no better way to express the point I am endeavoring to make
than to read a message to this conference

from a member of the Attorney
General's Advisory Committee on Citizenship, He wanted to be with us' k
today, but his health would not permit,

Mis message reads:

"I came to America many years ago. I came from a little village across
the sea, I can still see it, the hills, the brook,

the mill, the monastery. I remem
bet. the steamer and the ocean, water, wind, waves for days and days and the
new, strange, far away country that was to be my home.

"I remember finding my way to school, an American school. That was
where my life in the new country began, I sat and listened and tried to
learn, My teachers said I should. I heard the teachers talk of America, of the
Declaration of Independence, of Patrick Henry, of Washington and Franklin
and Jefferson and Lincoln.

"I thought of-Washington, not as he was at Mount Vernon,
but, as he

was at Valley Forge, in his but with the ragged soldiers of the war.
"I thought of Lincoln as a boy in his log cabin, studying by the light of

the fire.

"'These are truly Americans,' I said to myself, and I felt that all
kmericans were like them, and I made 4 my mind to hurry and be a Man. I
too wanted to belong. I too wanted to feel the strength and the great love
of the children of Washington and Lincoln.

"And it happened to me, as it id to thousands of foreign born, that
after many years I was graduated fro

an American school and then from

an American college. I beta \ e a teacher, an American teacher, itLanlmeri-
--can public school. I beton , I felt the strength of children about me, and

I was proud to be among them, In time I became a ptincipal of an American
public'school. To it came, by and by, visitors from far and wide, from Asia,
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Africa, Australia, Europe, Canada, Mexico, South America. They came

searching the spirit that had made America great. Each time they came they

smiled as they said, 'There is something here in ti life of your children that

makes one think of Washington and Lincoln,' and my heart would throb

'My Country 'Tis of Thee I sing,'

"My proudest boast is that I am a citizen of the United States of America,

that I, like all of you, belong. Sincerely yours, (Signed) Angelo Patti."
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Job No, 1, it seems, is ridding ourselves of fear fear of
change, fear that the ,other f elfore u..1/1 get ahead of us, fear that

leads to witch hunting, fear that leads to narrow nationalism,

fear that leads to hate, fear that leads to war. And no less important,

perhap we must rid ourselves of fear that leads to apathy, to

an idea that nothing matters, We must rid ourNves of the fear

that leads to an attitude that it isn't worth the struggle. Fear, by

whatever name, is, in our modern world, death in disguise,

True, we have V111C;J to f:ar, but let's .kive.oa'r fear for places

where it is needed: fear of i,eople wholush other people around,

fear of intolerance, fear of injustice. Bears, blind fear; can lead

to bondage. Intelligent fears can keep or aware of 16 threats to

democracysly thinking, smart gays, prejudice, and want,
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SOME RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
OF CITIZENSHIP

WATSON B, MILLER

Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization

REPRESENT1NG one of the sponsoring agencies of the Third National
Conference on Citizenship, I bid you hearty welcome on this, its
second day.

The general subject of this, evening's
consideration"Basic HumanRights and Attendant

Responsibilities"is not merely a technical topic
to be analyzed or dissected. For it goes to the very foundation of society
mu' is the raison deire itself. This conference,

stimulated by the Department
of Justice and the National Education Association, was called in an effort
to determine more clearly the nature of such rights and their corollary
obligations, While two preceding discussions of the same nature were held
at Philadelphia in 1946, and at Boston in 1947, the field of interest is so
vital that continuing emphasis was felt to be desirable.

Citizenship of the United States is a highly prized possession.
Realizationof its worth causes the heart to glow. If that warmth is missing, there

is something wrong with the conception of the individual. Citizenship, inthe larger sense, has been termed a subject "as broad as culture, society,
or civilization," embracing

"the whole scheme of social living."
Man in democracy has refused to \be fettered by human imposed limita-tions except those which he has placed upon himself. He recognizes that

some restraint is necessary if there is to be order and system in life, This
curb we call "government," and our Constitutor and laws are its evidence.
Yet, unless we consider

government as a means by which individuals maylive fuller and better lives and render willing and helpful service to the
other members of the society of which we form isort, the true valuesof government will be lacking, St. Paul in his letter to the Corinthians;expressed the idea exactly: "the letter killed), but the spirit giveth life."

Coming to our jAstic system, some of us arc accustomed to think of
the Constitution of the United States in terms of the description attributed
tozWilliam Ewart Gladstone: "As the British constitution is the most subtle
organism which has proceeded from progressive history, so the American
Constitution is the most wonderful work ever struck off at a given timeby the brain and purpose of man." This was said in 1878a little morethan half way down our history under

the Constitution, an early recognition
by a great and experienced English statesman. It reminds us that we have

(74)
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been told that the British recognized the purity and import of the Lincoln
Gettysburg address even before the elements of that sublime human creed
had become generally fixed in American consciousness, But we know that
our fundamental law was long in its development and that there were
expressions of democratic rights earlier even than the demands of the barons
upon King John at Runnymede in 1215 as set forth in that milestone of
human progressMagna Carta.

The impelling desire of the individual for the liberty of action and
expression that differentiates the freeman from the slave was evidenced
in King Henry's Charter of Liberties of 1100, in the Roman republic
during the 500 years before Christ, in the beginning of the democratic
Golden Age of Greece in 510 B. C., and in the mass migration out of
bondage of more than a million slaves under

the inspired leadership of
Moses, thirteen centuries before Christ. A modern manifestation of the same
spirit appeared at a comparatively late date in The Mayflower Pact of those
brave and simple folk who landed at Cape Cod in 1620.

The influence of the late Ambassador Bryce, in his analysis of the
governmental scheme of this country, will last long. He eulogized our Con-
stitution in a single striking !,entente in The American Commonwealth:
'It ranks above every other written constitution for the intrinsic excellence
of its scheme, its adaptation to the circumstances of the people, the sim-
plicity, brevity, and precision of its language, its judicious mixture of
definiteness in principle with elasticity in details."

The oath of allegiance which each naturalization applicant in the United
States must take requires an obligation

to support and defend the Con.
stitution and laws, of the United States against all, enemies, foreign and
domestic, and to bear true ,faith to this country. This,is the same sort of
oath required of the President of the United States, the judges of the courts,
and the other officers. both of the United States and the states. I assume
that our basic law contemplates that the subscriber, to such an oath has a
fair understanding of the nature of the Constitution to which he is pledging
his fealty,

I like to remember whaloodrow
Wilson said to five thousand newly

naturalized citizens one 67 in Philadelphia"You
haVe just taken an

oath of allegiance to the United States. Of allegiance to whom? Of allegiance
to no one, unless it be GodAinly

not of allegiance to those who
temporarily represent this great Government. You have taken an oath
of allegiance to a great ideal, to a great body of principles, to a great hope
of the human. race." How profoundly we must feel the truisms expressed
in words uttered even before the first World War.

Our populition is'predominantly
native-born, Yet, during the history
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of this country many natives of other lands have braved hardship and danger

to enter its portals and participate in its progressive life, When a noncitizen

becomes legally naturalized in the United States he is placed in all respects,

except his ineligibility to the Presidency, on a legal and political equality

with the native born, Likewise, he is obligated 'to assume the same respon-

sibilities as those(if a native citizen. , ,

Theseihings do relate to the work of the immigration and Naturalization

Service of which I am the administrator. One of my immediate official

responsibilities, as set forth by statute, is "to promote instruction and

training 'tizenship responsibilities of applicants for naturalization." This
i one e gh the medium of the public schools. There is authority of law

for the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization to prescribe the

scope and nature of the examination of petitioners for naturalization as to
their admissibility to citizenship. Among the subjects included is the ap-

plicant's understanding of the fundamental principles of the Constitution.

the Congress has thus recognized that the valuable privileges of citizen-

ship' must be balanced by the obligations which accompany that legal status.

I have derived much personal as well as official satisfaction from the

reports of this work of citizenship education in cooperation with the public

schools. The Service is not an "educational organization" itself. Education

.is a function of states and local communities, But the Service is the t111

agency most close associated officially with the newcomers from foreign

lands. k must make recommendations to the courts as to their qualifications

for naturalization. Therefore, it is in a particularly favorable position to
interest the aspirant for citizenship in raking advantage of the opportunities

offered by public school classes in English and in government.

In a recent instruction to the members of our Field Service who recom-

mended naturalization applicants to the courts, the Attorney General and I

emphasized the great importance of an informed citizenry as an essential

p llai of our democratic way of life. There is general agreement that measures

which foster increased and intelligent participation in government merit

strong support. High standards of citizenship are the goal in the naturaliza-

tion process,'

During'the fiscal year ended Jiine 30 last, 125,000 names of newly arrived'

i noncitizens were sent to the public schools that the interest of the immigrl

might be aroused in taking advantage of the educational opport

Offered by local communities, The 37,771 declarants for naturaliz

and the 77,442 petitioners for that statusa total of 'D5,213 candidates

were supplied with 190,354 copies of the various parts of the Federal
.

Textbook on Citizen.' lip, This' publication, prepared by specialists in adultCitizen:.'tip.

on, contains clear and simply stated 'descriptions of the nature and
pur e of our governmental systemnational and local. ,
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The educational facilities of over forty of our state universities and

colleges 'have been offered to candidateS in rural areas 'who, by reason of

inaccessibility or physical handicap, have been unable to attend regular

publicsVol cl'asses, There was an increase last; year from approximately

f1,000 to 10,000 such home study applicants, As a result of this means,

new citizens even in isolated areas are enabled to give good account of

.themselves by active participation in civic life. 7
One of the by-products of the naturalization process- -and not the least

importantis the opportunity presented to our growing youth to see \and

partiCipate in the judicial granting of citizenship. The Attorney General

and I have furthered arrangements by which our field officers, with the

cooperation of the judges of the naturalization courts, invite teachers and

students of elementary and high schools to be present at naturalization

hearings. There the students observe the manner in, which applicants for

citizensr and their witnesses are examined. Finally,( the spectators join in

the thrill which accompanies the investiture of the 6andidates with their

new citizenship.

On occasion the new citizens are not only received graciously by the

court but patriotic and organizations, such as the American Legion,

Daughters of the American Revolution, and parentteacher associations join

in a welcome to these newest of citizens. Such proceedings have been ap-

proved and stimulated because they are calculated to react favorably upon

naturalized and native citizens as well, Recent examples were chase in the

courts of Federal Judges Phillip Forman, United States District Court, sitting

in Trenton, New Jersey; Albert A. Ridge, at Kansas City, Missouri; Charles

J. Vogel,'at Fargo, North Dakota; and Federal Judge Louis E. Goldman, at

San Francisco. I can think of no finer thing, as we refresh our blood with

other strains, than thus 'to set up stimulating and diiectional guide posts

for the wonderful oncoming generations who grow up to our shoulders with

speed which sometimes astonishes us.

Will you not be good enough to visit the citizenship education exhibit

of the Immigration and Naturalization Service at Space Number 4 in the

Great Hall of the Department of Justice? It will enable you to get a better

work, to which you all have given such hearty support of local

and state educational authorities. Mr. Clark and I would welcome your

Vieisis as to the nature and scope of the examination of applicants for natural

ization which you believe would disclose an adequate understanding of out

Constiitution and government to enable them to assume intelligently the

duties and obligations of citizenship in our America and in its galaxy of

sovereign states,

4
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A FREE AND FAITHFUL CITIZEN

DONALD It, RICIIIIERG

Author and Attorney

THE men and women of tomorrow will be forced to choose, They will

become the free and faithful citiiens of a government which they

control, or the fear-ridden subjects of a government which controls

them.

These alternatives are not yet dearly seen by masses of bewildered and

worried people. But they are being made more visible day by day as the

self-proclaimed "liberators" of mankind proceed by force and treachery to

free millions of men and women from the pains and problems of self-

government and give them the security and humiliation of an accepted
slavery.

.

We are told, however, that some irresistible "wave of the future" is

sweeping humanity into a new way of life that is inevitable, But; in truth,

this latest drive of would-be-master-men to rule the world is only a wave

of the past. The old wave of tyranny is rolling again with renewed violence

against the mental barriers tat great apostles of freedom have raised and

maintained throughout recorded history to preserve individual liberty and
. the dignity of the human soul.

Men and women will resist; their br en, bleeding bodies will make

impassable barricades, so long as their mi ds are clear and their spirits are

resolute,.But, the enslavers of today hay learned much from the def9ted

enslavers of yesterday. They delay the aunching of force and treachery

against the flesh of freemen until they lave confused their minds and

softened their spirits.

That is why it is more important today to reinvigorate the faith of

the American pgoplesin self-government tha*is to draft them into armies.

Of course we must be ready and willing to ght and to die for our freedom,

or we are not worthy of it. But, unless we know the profound value of our

liberties, unless we really understand chat self-control, and self-discipline in

. the exercise of our, liberties are essential to preserve them, we will make poor

Soldiers in the battle for freedom.

It is a time when we may well refrain from boasting, and candidly

consider our weaknesses as citizens. We have a great common heritage; but

if we are too selfish, too shortsighted and too self-indulgent to defend it by

common sacrifice and equal devotion to a common cause, we will lose that

great common heritage.

We will not long remain free citizens if we are not faithful citizens.
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We need not scold one another, with a million pots calling a million
kettles black. We can begin by confessing that most of us frequently lose

sight of the simplest, most fundamental principles of good citizenship,

in the confusion and uncertainties of our complex modern life. Of course

there are a few exalted souls who, according to their own conceit, never

go astray and are always right. They need no advice. But the rest of us

may gain strength by an honest confession of frequent error.

What are some of the principles of good citizenship which we often fail
to follow?

One is the principle of obedience to law,

Another is the principle that a free society must be a self- disciplined

society.

Another is the principle that a free government can be sustained only

by a free economy.

Probably these three are enough big principles to squeeze into one

little talk,

Why is it that we, American citizens, fail so frequently. to obey the
laws that we enact?

Primarily this is because our inbred love of individual liberty permits

us to make a virtue of a disobedience that we should regard as a sin,

We know that traffic laws are written to make highway travel safe,

But we foolishly enjoy substituting individual judgment for a rule of
law, if there is no policeman 'watching us.

This brings us to a secpnd cause of national lawlessness. In order to

maintain the democratic' quality of local self-government and to preserve

individual liberty, we have devised a complicated system of local, state
and nal laws, all under the dominion of constitutional laws that

limit majo y powers and establish minority rights, As a result, law-

making in the United States is a tremendous business The volume of city

ordinances,.state laws, federal laws and judge-made laws is so enormous

that no one engaged in any large business can function without the con-

stant, and often unreliable, advice of a lawyer.

The effect' of frequent conflict and uncertainty in the laws is to

encourage the disregard or evasion of any legal rule that might hamper

a citizen in doing what he wishes to do. And, as a final justification for

deliberate lawlessness, the free citizen can always assert that an offensive

law is actually not a law, because it viohites some constitutional restriction

upon the power of our lawmakers to make laws.

Thus -v-come to a third cause of national lawlessness: and that is a

deep difference of opinion among Americans as to the extent to which

out government should regulate the daily life and work of our citizens,

rr
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There arc millions of men and women in the United States today who

earnestly believe that a modern government should accept a large measure
of a social responsibility for the welfare of all citizens. They believe that

the government should insure the development and control of enterprises

that l provide employment for all able and willing workers, that the
goveriimen should insure everyone an education to the extent of his
capacity, and then insure a good living out of satisfactory employment,

or at least a tolerable living for those, who are, for any 'reason, incapable

of self.support.

The great majority of our citizens,who have this idealistic concept of
what a government can and should do are still' desirous of preserving

individual liberty; which can only exist where individual rights of property

and individual liberties of contract are preserved. Accordingly these citi.

zens believe that by a combination of giOnment enterprises and govern-

ment regulation of private enterprises,°1(government can lead us into
the promised. land of stare socialism, without exercising the tyrannical

authority of a communist dictatorship. Nothing is more alluring than the

prospect of having one's cake after eating it, How satisfactory 16 would

be to have a benevolent despotism insure every man a good living and

at the siime time his individual liberty in the making and spending of

his income! This is the childhood concept of a perfect parent. It is a

childish concept of a perfect governmenr.

It is not necessary for me to reveal all the prejudices of an old.
fashioned liberal (now called a "reactionary") in order to question whether

our form of government can accept and fulfil such a social responsibility,

It has been made quite evident, by experiments at home and abroad that
only one central governmpr, exercising a national police power, can even

attempt such a task.
.,

Thus it is only necessary for an old.fashioned liberal to point out:
First, the national and state governments of these United States, whose

powers are carefully limited by constitutional restrictions, were not created
or intended .4 fit instruments for the , establishment and control of a

socialized economy.

Second, it would be necessary to enlarge the powers of the national

government and to make all state and local governments completely sub-

ordinate to a practically unliinited national authority, in order to establish
and iiiintairha socialized economy.

Third, 'when such a national government is

people will no longer be free citizens enjoying self government. They

will beciime the subjects of a totalitarian government, This means that
in reality they will become the subjects of an all powerful ruling class

)

ished. the American
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operating a lawfully established police state, with a dictatorship which will

be irresistible by any means short of civil war.
. .

This is why the men and women of America mast choose today whether

they wish to remain free citizens, faithful to the government established

by the Constitution of the United States, or whether they really believe

that that form of government has outlived its usefulness and that an

utterly different form of government should be established in its place.

Let us not delude ourselves with the idea that we are deeply concerned

with the difference between the actual communist program to overthrow

o N government by force and the ostensible program to accomplish the

triumph of national ialism by peaceful means.

Let us acknowle the right of free citizens to seek to 'change our

form of government by 'peaceful means. But let us be %solute and un-

compromising in our oppositio 1 to reactionary reform that calls itself

liberalism. Let us have strengtl in our conviction that when men lose

faith in the only form of go ernment in which individual liberty is

preserved, they 'lose faith in th mselves. Then they are no longer free

men and women. They are willing to sell liberty for a pimise of security,.

They are willing to becorpe serfs in a modern fkalism, which will be

more tyrannical than the feudalism that our ancestors destroyed cent ago.cent

of us who are resolved to remain the free and faith ens

of .our republic must understand, not only that the laws of t , and

should be obeyed, but also that a free society must be a self-disciplined society.

If only the presence of a policeman prevented murder or robbery or

ib rule, 'our lives and property would not be safe and our freedom

wild be always shadowed by fear. It is not fear of punishment, but respect

for law, that controls the conduct of a large majority in a free scciety.

Individuals or minorities who only yield obedience to a policeman's club

are not faithful citizens. They are not worthy of the freedom which they

abuse.

If a majority were as lawless as a minority of our citizens are from

time to time, we would face a choice between anarchy, which could not be

endured, and the iron rule of a militarized government, which would

preserve order by severe restraints on individual freedom.

Without naming persons, let us call the roll to identify a few out

standing types of unfaithful citizens,

To begin with those for whom there is the least excuse, let us place

the business monopolist at the head of our list. The simple fact that a

free government can be sustained only by a free economy is often for.

gotten, but never successfully ignored. It is the inevitable tendency of

humanOeings who enjoy the possession Of a little power to seek to
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enlarge it steadily toward that ultimate illusion of absolute control, Corn.

petition is a stimulating, but also a tiresome factor in making a succe's's

of one's work. (omperition is the lift of trade, but may cause the death

of a trader. So the desire to eliminate what is apparently "destructive

competition'. is natural, and Aherefore any free government which is sup.,

portable only' by a free economy, must he eternally 'vigilatit to prevent

and de'stroy 'private monopolies,

There, is no easy escape from this obligation by undertaking public

ownership or public regulation of monopolies. Some natural monopolies

can wisely he excluded from the area of free enterprise and be, state

owned, likeithe postal service, 'or can be 'state regulated like telephone,

electric and. as service. But, to preserve a free economy, the yak. area

in which goods and series are produced and distributed for common use

must be kept free from :detailed political regulation and ebject to the
,

automatic regulation of, a NO competition to satisfy canstuir *hinds in
an open marker.

o

. ,

With the best. intehtions and large appropriations the national govern.

ment cannot prevent, all monopolistic Rrattices by business men, any more

than a .competent police, force can prevent all automobile accidents or

robbefes 'or -embezzlements In order to ; maintain a 'genuine competition

as the reitlator of production cnsts and selling priceswe must rely mainly:

not on the public' prosecution of monopolists but oft willing Obedience to

antiOwl-Ay laws by priVate business managers. Those w4o.not already

k'now thi& should be educated to .understand that the 'elimiwtion 'of
, monopolists practices,is just as essential to' the life of private enterprise

as the elimination -.of dishonesty and fraud in dealing with customers and

investors.

It extraordinafy development that today the' ninsr conspictrOus

and effective 'monopolists. reiulatitig the pmduction .costs, and thereby the

prick, of American .products arenot the managers who represent

ownership, but those 'representatives oi organized labor who.have become

in fact business regulators with gr authority.

. We cannot place these labor letrs on a list of lawbreaking tnonopo

lists, however, because, through a seria of political .blindie s our. national

laws provide, lirst, that labor union monop )lies can be lac fully org,anized,
.

and, second,.tht monopolistic controls of industry and.trade by labor 'unions=\

are lawful.

Nevertheless, we should point out that, labor leaders are blinded by

self:interest. and unfaithful to their free citizenship when they resist laWs

enacted to destroy their monopolistic powers. If these are nbt destray,44
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they will in the end themselves ,destroy a competitive economy which is

the only economic system in whfch labor .can be free.

Next on our roll of unfaitliil citizenS4we should list those' politicians

who, as legislators, stretch their authority by artful evasion of constitutional

limitations upon their power. Along with them are exedrtives who stretch

the authority .vested in them by dubious laws, And then there should be

a place of appropriate dishonor for judges who Stretch their authority

so as to sanctify unconstitutional laws whiliithey personally approve, or

to nullify laws which they disapprove. 4 klY
ry.

There is little to be said in excuse for these constitution stretchers.'

Every public official is sworn to support, thiConstitution. The restriction

of political pow r to preserve individual lirrty is a foundation priliciple

of the Constit ion.

Therefore, vhene'er it is doubtful whether the Constitution ha's

thori zed our I, w makers to substitute government controls for individual

judgment that loubt should he resolved in favor of individual liberty,

We 'have seen in recent years a great 'variety of laws enacted by Con.'

gress under the alleged authority of a, constitutional grant of 'power to

regulate commerce "among the several states". Bir by bit, local .government

of local commerce within the states has been destroyed, Bit by bit, execu

rive officials ILive stretched their' authority beyond even tlfp vision o legis-

lative stretchers; Bit by bit, stretching.. judges liaVe Isanctifierthe executive

and legislative stretching.

Toby the questiOn. iS:.,flas the Constitution been permanently stretched

out of its original 'shape into the prophetic shape of tings to come? If

we cannot restore the original shape, can we prevent furt-fiei,diiortion?

Or, shall we go on gruelling it. until the fabric of our government breaks

down Under the intolerable' strain of enCouraging the grOWth of national

socialism within the frame of a government designed to secure the bless.

ings of liberty to. all. its citizens?
,

There is another type of politician who merits dishonorable me ,ion

on our roll call. That is the:I:toile, champion of .special interests. wl'to

threatens to desert his fellow citizens in a time of national need unks

his demands are met, The milder diskiyalists only threaten to stop,wotk.

that is essential for national di:fense unless wages or working conthtions..

'are madwatisfactory to them. The ranker disloyalists threaten fo refuse
,

.

to. light for their ,country unless the aitned services are organized and

operated in accord with their ideas. It may he suggested that those. whir:

`are unwilling to w;rk or fight for their country'should be relieved of all

the benefits as well as the burdens of it citizenship which they betray,

Before we cloSe our roll call we must. list two opposing types '.of
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faithful citizens, who are unwilling to rely solely upon lawful procedures
to accomplish their aims. Both are ready and willing to resort to mob rule
when they cannot gain their ends by peaceful, orderly methods.

Ai one extreme we have those 'who organize secret societies and
lance`commirrees, either to prevent the enforcement of laws or to take law
enforcement into their own hands.

At another extreme we have those who openly organize mass picketing
and gangster methods of intimidating personk who will not support the,
pol' or submit to the discipline of labor unions.

S long as organized labor was struggling for existence, so long as
the arbitrary use of money power seemed to custify'':the militant use of

..man power, so long as the law protected ecokqe coercion- bertiployers
and restrained economic coercion by employees,' Plawlessnesis of labor
organizations had the excuse, if not the justification, of apparent necessity,

We can understand the reluctance of labor leaders now to lay aside
any (if the ,weapons with which they have waged a successful warfare to
obtain the power, of selfprotection and

selfadvancement, But the abuses
of this labor power by many labor leaders in recent years, the recklessness
with which the entire public interest has been sacrificed, evet in time of
war, to advance lie private interests of well organized minorities, have
made it plain that the dominance of the general welface must be reestab
lished by law, The law hai given :ind the law must take away the special
privileges and immunities by virtue of which labor unions have been .

practically licensed to violate the laws that,,punish all otheis)Itho
engage

in comparable conspiracies toinjure their fellrcitszeill., 4,, 4
it is reasonable to hope and to demand that in' 'the'r'near

future the
leaders of organized' labor will ally themselves with other faithful citizens
in support of a government of law and order, under which men are free
from all forms of public or private tyranny. ThoSe who are .unwilling to
sustain such a government should openly...acknowledge

preferenk .

for a dictatorship of the proletariat,"tnd'no longer poSe. as the cha s.
of:a democracy.

This. word "democracy'' is 'being perverted to such base uses no iys
that it would be well for every free and faithful citizen to have a clear

"understanding of what a democratic government should do for him and
what it should not do. If he understands that

on.democracy should guar.
ante& him individual liberty and equality of opportunity to pursue happiness
according to his ambitions and to achieve his amlfttions according to his
abilities, he will be satisfied with our democratic co'ustOnal form of
government

. ,

If, however, a citizen of the United States believes
that his government

-r
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'should cont tall prOPerty rights, a control destructive of individual liberty,

and shoulNcept responsibility for providing all citizens with employ.

menr and a ;state regulated income, and should establish an economic and

social quality for all citizens, he cannot le faithful to our form of gov-

ernment. That concept of government is not written into out Constitution.

It is writea into the constitution of communist Russia,

It i 'the fashion of many' who a're dissatisfied with our Constitution

to quote the phrase "all men are created equal'', which is not written in
: A

tbe, Constitution, but in the Debatian of Independence. However, thq;

famoiis phrase is the declaration of a political principlethat is, that all

men are created eqUal in the eye of the law. In a democracy all men ha*
, .

equal political rights, the right to participate equally in government 'and

the right to equal treatment by the government.

Neither Thomas Jefferson nor 'any other signer of the Declaration, nor

any signeri of 'the stitution, ever made, the obviously false statementcik
that all men are create 'equal in ability or character-land no one except

'a communist with his tongue in his heek ever claimed that a government

couldcor shguld guarantee to all men an equal, share in the products of a

society and: an equality of treatmeni'by the fellOw.citizens.

Merl' ate created.different, and so unequal in ability agd character that

education cannot make a wise man out of ,a born fool; nor.can lack of

edication make a fo91 out of a born wise man. Men are created unequal

in physical as well as mental strength. A congenital weakling is nor created

as the physical equal of a born athlete.
,

Equality is not something that you are born v,:ith. It is something that

you may create. You may he well born and clogradE yourself to an equality

with rogues. You mabe poorly born and lift yourself to an equality with

great servants of man (ind. -- . 41.:"1.4.,:i,

Every effort by law to create an artikiailquality among Men is doomed

to failure, because no manmade 'law can change a natural4law. We might

write an antigravitation lay but we could not enforce it,

i
The founders of our government were democrats because they believed

i fn individual liberty, but not M the liberty of men to oppress ihei fellow

men, So they sought to safeguard the liberties of the weak as well as the

strong and to protect the essential freedom of individuals and minorities

'from suppression by majority rule. And thus they created eqbality,of'. ,

,.', .,;opportunity. But they left men free to think and speak mod worship.:111 . .,..:

they pleased, free to associaie and to make agreements' with whoti,...4C.,'
... ',

pleased, free to like' or. to dislike things and people, regardless of ',v,),)4.1

things and people other men like and dislike. They left men free to acti9e.!',.. ,
0

and use private property, which is essential to individual liberty,
. c
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4 1.We live M a itirldfar ditierellt
1111111 that world in idOv'our.(on,

stitution was written, But, in all the changing
years sincevilieqndnding

of our government, no gathering of wise men has ever designed a govern.
ment that has presery

the piutcction ;Ind

g6V,Onment est

I human freedom, and created opportunities for

v11(1111(11( oflitunn welfare, more ellectively.than
blished in the ConSiitution of the United States.

New forms of. tyranny have been devised in eery decade of human, ...
history. But under thegovernment created by our ConstitutOn the Ameri.
cap:: p.eripie .for one hundred and sixty years have been developing.stead.fatly a greater measure of individual 'liberty and a higher standard of

.1-lying for More people than have ever bdn enjoyed anywhere else on earth.
Poverty; injustice and suffering in other lands may lead their peoples

to ex nt with new political systems, to substitute acontrolled
economyforairr economy, and to relinquish liberty for pOlitical promises of

security,. But, here in the United States, where the masses of the people
areefree Mpn, and women, enjoying greater economic security and more
materialOirisfactions and spiritualfreedom than any other people have(

why. should we; lend attentive ears to the .apostleS of new
c4eds? Why shouldWet9gptil.it ai a progressive of liberal policy
on conftturit retramkiipon the powers of our public officials

to imAt'th aft ever expanding authority
to regulate out dailyQ

,

,

to clA t f nation the povir to make people prosperouse
tfi.givice tlieni also the power to exploit and ruin

tke illei;.the'sliives.of fear. Let'lls continue to withhold such
1.1: from our pNi'c'oflicials. Let 'us retain our powers of self-
ite'din the soil t'1f industrial

freedom. Let ti's Pray God that
It ytjy of, thc men and 'women mrAmerica

remain faithful to
in of sovernment unlirwhich they caryremain free.

.smirk before u

11,14. ansteeri'a

MTh) (lift(

rco lc

$11!eYt , as (Altericatic, that

tikirr''rjo,re.1 the tenth',

Fr If Writ, roust tin
the rin(terstaild
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.1'RACTICALIIEXPERIMENT

IN CITIZENSHIILTRAININ ON THE LOCAL LEVEL

ROBIT ,tiliiINI9N8

. (Net Justice, 4p,rileneirt (4 Nebraska

. '1,40,i ' ,, . .
.

1 am here ,roday to 'discuss with 'yon,tk, pnigram that hasken;Mitiated

in Nebraska as one of the publiC service activities of the AmeriCiin Legion

and the American Legion Auxiliary.

I take it that you are all acquainted with the Boys. and Girls State

programs, of the Legion and Auxiliary. These . have proved their worth in

a large majority of the states of 'the nation, They are. established activities

in the process of acquainting the future adult citizens with the functioning

o( the govern tint of his state, its purpose,and its ideals. ..,

Following the pattern of Boys'.State and Girls' State, we have initiated

in Nebraska this year what we have,hamed Boys' and Girls' County Gov.

ernment The one program is complementary to the other, We found in

Boy's' and Girls' State that the emphasis in the minds of 'the youngsters

was placed upon state government, state offices, and state affairs, That was

a natural result, but one which 'minimized the importance of county and

local government. We also discovered that but a very few of the youth

Autending the state meetings were able to give any practical understanding

of the government that existed at home, .

We undertook then to devtilop a system of clinics in county govern.

*I. inept where all the emphasis would be on that one function without de.

'Vt\ emphasizing the state or nationOcivernmerit importance. In this planning

we had the' cooperation of t ''' t Teachfrs Associarlbn,..the Department

.,i
of Public Instruction, represe -of all

.,
parochial schools, the press,. and

. 0: .' ... .emany others, 'I.
. , P 4,.. ,

We selected six Counties of
. varying populations' and said. cOditions; ,

.

We went into thoSe counties, and asked, and in every 'instance sectir4 the

cooperation of the county officials, .the schools,' public and priviiei lila
gt

public service organizations, A' cpunty chairman was selected.. Our general'

plan Was toliave each school elect a set of county ofhcers. The students in

the eleventh grade were made, eligible as candidates, the theory'' eing that

they were more mature than those in the lower grades, and yet, would be

in school glair year so as to -give continuity to the program. That is

the group from which by and girl Staters" are selected in Nebraska.' All

`}students in the high school were held to be qualified electors.

Local lawyers then, w#ent into each of the Schools and explained the

,10
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purposes and 'harms of county government and the operation of the

election process, and assisted in holding the elections. Spirited election con-

tests were held in every instance for every ()like. During the period, of

elections in the schools, the county chairinan was in contact with the tinny

and brisling them in the part each was to take in the program

The county officers bec:nne the faculty, each to each the subject of his

office. In addition, to that staff, local citizens were asked and prepared ad-

dresses to the youngsters on the general subject of the government at home.

The program has been built ground local people and local organizations.

Therein lies its strength.

Some one or more public service groups agreed to furnish a lunch for

those attending the Boys' and GO' County.

The schedule for the holding of the 'Counties.' was so affanged that

those of its who were proinoting it could attend. all six of the meetings.

By ten o'clock on the day oppointed, the court house was full and

running over with "Acids" and teachers. The general; program followed

was to have an assembly during the morning session. Introductions of

each school and each official were made. The day's activities were out-

lined, Two or more speakers, selected from the community, 'discussed the

purposes, plans, and hinctioninika...county government. Some of these

addresses took the form of queitiiiiislind.answers so as to clarify the sub-

jects discussed. Each noon at each 'meetingothe entire group of student

officers, adult officers, staff, and citils' moviiiiinch, At some of the

!undies additional addresses were ma the entire group was

becoming pretty well acquainted.:.4',,

In the afternoon the. group Ivo-

into the office to which:he had

officiaLon the program that he``

dertook acquaint: each student

pettout

wilt

lono ,to

r

of'e

ident officer went

chere .worked with that

14, ach officer un-

pa ricula *:.Tbe students

the. tasks, in the offices; they were behtn ,the,desks

Officers Who 'had field duties'.took ut, ,sitietents

al trials, Some mock, some real, were'014.

of the jury system were deinonstiated.

4one Auld: be to review the important functions

elosedwith another assembly, and a written

report by each student on his experiences, iMpressions and recommenda-

tions. Without exception the students and thekunty: officials involved

labeled the experiment a success.

The whole progtt l3Ottomed upon the propositiod that gOod

government begins Ph iii fot.there the reservoir of political poWer rests

in America. It is to assist the schools in a program of training
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for adult citizenship and to emphasize the fact that the strength and

stability of the state rests upon the strength and 'stability of the local

units of government.

The elections held in the schools bring to each student a practical

uni,lerstanding of the democratic process of selecting public servants, and

to those who were candidates a practical demonstration of the means of

offering services to the public. To those elected to offices it gives the

opportunity of participating in practical clinics in matters of government.

They not only see how the machinery runs but they become a part of it.

They receive 6F-hand knowledge of the powers, duties, and importance

of county office. They begin to understand the dignity of public service

in a county office. They hnd out how county government directly touches

their lives and 'those of their family and community; They have the op

pormnity to develop leadership in civic matters. They begin the' building

of an acquaintance with others in the,county under auspicious circumstances.

For the schools it offers the basis of a county activity' the students

meet.' in competition. but in cooperation in preparation for the duties

of citizenship.

But that is not all. It has already been demonstrated that these clinics

in county government have caused parenls to become interested in and

acquainted, with their local government and officials. Boys and girls have

been teaching fathers and mothers!.

County' '.officia'is have benefited not only as a result of a better under-,

standing tlftqublic of the importane of their work and their dice,
4",

buOtaVe In',.fact learned also from this program. and the contacts and

sUggstions that have Come' to them from the' youth of their county.

Teachers of civil government, have benefited, for 'they, too, have watched

and supervised elections, visited the court house, been behind the counters

at that desks and, courts. They, have Seen the governmenobour

whiciithey have been teachingand know better whereof they speak.

arly in this program eeAlitid' that there was no textbook in our

schoo' Is that adequately covered theasubject of county government..We are

undertaking 'tn'have such a text vitten from the practical standpoint to

be used in the schools, generally and connection with this program.

We found also that,, aside from the hooks copying the statutes, there was

no manual for county dicers. We arc undertaking to. have one written

for'each ifffice;to he used as the basis for the county i 'dais' participation

in this program.

We 'believe that we are developing in Nebraska another program to

aid in the building of .a better citizenship fot tomorrow. Our conntri

tomorrow will be what those in our *schools today make it. We shoulg

I.
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furnish them good tools and knowledge of their use and an incentive to
use them properly. This program is designed to aid in that accomplishment.

We have made mistakes and have had blank spots in the program,
That was to be expected.. We are contacting eery participating student,
teacher, official, and citizen, They, with goo American frankness, ye
pointing out the mistakes, the weaknesses, an the need for additions to
the program followed this first year. The encou aging thing is that without
exception they urge us to go ahead, and in

some cases have- said we could
not stop the program if we would.

Our problem now is not to persuade other counties1u follow the pro,
gram, but rather to hold them back until

we can fully (level p the organi
zation upon which a statewide, every.tounry ,program can e based. We
now vision the time about three years hence, when we will have the staff,
the trained personnel, and the tradition behind this movement ,so that
we can cohduct these clinics irv.eyeIty,,cotinti

every year. When that time
comes, it will mean that ev4.04te,of

every high school in Nebraska,9..
will have had three years' experience in the .election process, and three
years of study of the practical funclioning of local government, There will
be literally thousands of our young citizens who will have been on the
inside -,of their court house and know why it is there andoits importance
in the maintenance of our system of government for free men. For them
NIA service in county office will he an exalted service. Literally tens of
thousands of fathers and mother's will likewise understand and come so
to view their local government.

I have served in county office, national office;and now in state oilice.
I have had something to do with numerous public service activities. It is
my considered judgment that I have never been connected with any ac-
tivity that has the potential for good*. exists in this movement which
I have here.briefly described.

We in Nebraska believe in' this system of government that is ours; we
desire to strengthen it wbere its power liesat home. We shall be happy
to tell any of you more about it, to:aidyou

in adapting it to the conditions
of yttir state, :Ind to have your.aid in improving' it not only in Nebraska,
but in this America' whichls and must remain ours.

must learn that progress involves changer and that change
is frequently uncomfortable because it.jogs us out of our ruts
Change is not necessarily distortion or "stretching out of shape
sometimes to call itIffiprovement or progress,

Third 'Thumbn'ail .Report

Third National Conference on Citizenship

EXCERPTS FROM

AMEIVCA'S TOWN MEETING OF THE AIR,

MAY 18, 1948

How Should Democracy Deal with Groups Which Aim to

Destroy Democracy?

MODERATOR DENNY! good evening, neighbors.. Attorney General Clark,

and Members of the NEA. The seat of our democratic government is a

most Papproptiate place to discuss tonight's stibject, We've seen two types

of totalitarianism at work in the world 'in our time. Both types, fascism and

communism, drove to power by the use of the basic freedoms of democracy

in odir to destroy democracy. , .

To protect the essentials of democracy, should Wt then allow those' who

destroy it the same rights and privileges as those who would preserve it?

Should we allow those individuals and groups who have voluntarily

pledged their allegiance to a party whore first loyalty is to a foreign despotism

the free use of freedoms they seek to destroy?

Tonight, we're seeking the counsel of a distinguished United States

Senator who is also a leading candidalfor the Republican nomination for

President; a member of the Congfsional Committee on un-American

Activities; a former Assistant AttorneyliCeneial..and as eminent American

itrnalist on the question, "How Should Demociitcy Deal With. "coups

Which Aim to Destroytemfacy?'"

We're to hear first from t e former AssignKttottiej, General; a Derno

crat And a New 'Peale, ilk 3 practising attorney herein Washington, who

tonight finds hiins. elf in agreement with a certain candidate for the Republi.

can nomination for President, Judge Thurman Arnold, Judge Arnold. .

0

JUDGE ARNOLD: l am aware that Communists are reaching into this coun

try, trying to use our freedom of slieecen order. to destroy our freedoms,

trying to subvert out Constitutional guarantees for totalitarian ends. They

think this willecceettcause,they believe freedom of speech is ur4,orkable.

Men like Mr. Stassetinnd Mr. Nixon, sincere:1nd conscientious though,.,

they may Have, for all of usp the samelack'of faith in the

strength of our democratic institutions that Russia has,:rhey do no aunt to

trust the American people to reject communism thrti'the process of ',free

election in which ideas subversive to our own SySfern may be advocated and'

. voted down.

Such Men are unwittinglrwalking arm in arm with the Communists.
,

They ha v e become fellow travelers without,,,knowing it, They are under-
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milting the confidence of the American people in the effectiveness of free
speed, and free association as a bulwark of democracy, and that precisely is
what Russia is trying to do,

There have been times in the past, like today, when we wavered in our
cot fitknce and faith in ,democracy, when we prosecuted dissenting groups
with ideas which were contrary to our way of life.

Our Puritan oligarchy saw in the Quakers a threat against their church
government, They .passed savage legisialito drive Quakers from New
England. The result has to strengthen the Quakers and to write a chapter in
our history of which today we arc ashamed.

After theiRevolution, the Federalist Party passed the infamous Alien
and Sedition Law aimed at suppressing agents of the French Government
who.were the Communists of that time, Hstead of

strengthening the Federal.
ist Party, those laws helped to destroy it,.

In the sixteenth
century, Spain had a great empire spreading over the

old world and the new, Elizabeth of England was a heretic, That Ito the
Spaniards meant what communism today means to us, Elizabeth was conduct.
ing a cold war against Philip, using, like Stalin today, every. device of
chicanery and deception. She secretly commissioned

privateers like Drake
and Hawkins. to prey on Spanish

commerce, while publicly denying it,
Philip of Spain thought he had the answer.He believed that he could

strengthen SpairOly destroying heresy and so every time Elizabeth's priva.
teas sank a Siinish 'ship or raided a Spanish town, heretics were burned,

This solved no problems far Spain. Instead, it bled Spairiqi)ite,..;

Today, we are attacking our scientists, we are cif a paralyzing
atmosphere of oubt and fear over `this country, If we meetlthose who join a
party, to promote communism in democratic debate at the polls, we will not
only heat them,.we will reduce them to a crackpot rat ,

Governor Dewey said that so far as protection gainst foreign agents
or danger violence is concerned,

our, present laws are sufficient. He implied
'tluat if you take the unconstitutional part out of,*e.N )(It Bill, there Will
be nothing left' which adds anything to what we already have.

regret that he did -not point'out that the Mundt Bill is,.asymptom
of panic:that:adds-fuel to the witch hunt t11:1t is now going on; that in sub-

cc; is an.,expression of lack of confidence in American democracy ,

'MonERAToR olit',NY: We are happ welcome back to Town Meeting, .
the distinguished Senator from Ohio, w ao ivalso.a candidate for the Repubj
lican ,noMination r President, the onorable Robert 'A, Taft, Senator
Taft ..

SENATOR TAFT: A feeling of uncertainty, and lack of confidence prevails

TOWN MEETING 01 THE MR 93

thruout the I tnitcd States today,,hecause die American people don't know

whether or not we face a Third World Vkii against communism.

The threat of communist ,progress here is less perhaps than it was a

year 'ago; because the Npuliir feeling against Russian aggression is much

stronger, but it is still here, The only reasonable conclusion from the facts

is that the communist.movement here and elsewhere is directed from Russia,

Therefore, it is not only an attack aimed at the destruction of American

principles of government but aimed at the freedom of the American people.

The only question we have to meet is thebest method of acting to check

that attack. I fully agree that we must not violate the4,onstitution. We do'

not want to abandon the principles of fiberty, found in the Bill of Rights lest
,

very freedom we are trying to prO..we ourselves destroy, here at hi

tees,

I do not ,think we can make it illegal to beta Communist or to think

communism or to talk communism if it doeS not go to the extent of advo.

caring the seizure of the government by violence.

Therefore, we cannot outlaw communism but certainly there are steps

we can take. We can see that the government itself don not employ Com-

munists. We have passed laws to that effect.

We can refuse privileges to labor unions who elect communist olhcers-

as we have done in the TaftHartley Act, Mr. Denham of the National'"

Reading leftto right: Richard Milhot Nixon, Representative from California;

George V. Denny, Jr, moderatiir, America's Town Meeting Pthe Air; Judge

Thurman. Arnold, former justice, Circuit Court of Appeals, District of Columbia:

Ralph Emerson McGill, editor, Atlaritic Constitution; Irifia (kw,
Executive Secreta$ National Education Association; Robert A. Taft, Senator

from-Ohio; Earle T. Hawkins, president,' State Teachers College, Toreson, Maryland.
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Labor Relations Board says this has proved to be one of the most effective

anti-Red weapons in existence, The infiltration into labor unions is one of
the easiest and most effective 'weapons used by communism, notably in
Czechoslovakia.

f 4'
In the third place, we can bring Communists out into the open so that

the people are advised whether they are Communists or not, One of the
mitst effective weapons of advancingcommunism

is the concealment of the

commuisc connections.

The un-American Activities
Committee has done real service in !tiling

the people know of Communists in influential positions so that we can
form a more intelligent kignient of their writings and speeches, The
Mundt-Nixon Bill pursues the same principle of bringing,Communist to
the open, by riNoiring communist organizations to register so that propa-
ganda cannot be carried on without the people being advised of its source.

I have not studied all the details of the Mundt Bill, I have some criticism
of the definition of communist political

organizations and communistfront '"
organizations, The definition may amount to such a badge of 'disloyally as
to dri 'e all Communists underground

and defeat the 'purpose' of the
But I do, feel that

communist connection with a foreign government has
such a strong presumption to support it today that registration under some
definition should certainly, be required;

In the last analysiS, however, our success against communism in the
world arqour,success against communism at home depend upon the edu.
cation of the peoples of the world in the.principles of free government,

,We' must make as strong a crusade for those principles thruout the
world as the Communists are making, for communism.

We have a better cause,-W,edid it after 1776. The principles of liberty,
Tread ,thruout the, world until they doMinated the thinking of a large
section of the world thruout the nineteenth century. We must stop apologiz-
ing for our for Of government, We must constantly seek to improve the
condition of our people, but we'must point

out that already our system has
succeeded in bringing about that improvement

where totalitarianism has
always failed.

Weointust. renew our faith in libert'y',and equality
and justice under law,If we can bring tljis battle out into the o on the basis of history and

logii, our faith must, and will, prevail,

.MOIWRATOR pfl.NNY: Our next speaker is not only adistinguisb'ea
repre-

sentative of the South but,is a world citizen who has lepresented
hiS,Foun-

try on many intern nal Commissions and suryeys. He is the editor of the

45.:.
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Atlanta C witurion, ankine of ihe most highly respected men in his pro-

fession of journalism, Mr, Ralph McGill. Mr, McGill,

MR. tdcGui.: Ladies and gentlemen. It is pleasing to me, a Southern

Democrat who isn't going to bolt his party (laughter and applause) to be

in agreement with Senator Taft, in opposition to legislative attempts to

outlaw Communists, Fascists, or other subversive groups.

Democracy hasn't any ream to he afraid of its processes if it keeps them

vital, We can best outlaw 'the Communist Party by fully participating in our

own.government, The only new legislation I'd like to see is a law requiring

every person to vote.

The bill proposed by the House Committee, quite sincerely and patrinti-

cally I know, stems to me an effort to get at communism .through the side

door, It does not ban the party per se, but proposes severe penalties for any

person or group seeking to establish a totalitarian dictatorship.

That is a moot proposal, The Communists never establish a totalitarian

dictatorship until they control the government. As Eastern Europe plainly

demonstrates today, it is then too late for a law to operate,

The lie and the 'change of coats are communist techniques, They

crate Under many names and they ride many coat tails. The latest illustration

is in the Wallace Third Party Campaign.

Law, for example, could not deal with the transparent communist use

of the Wallace campaign as illustrated by the recent open letter exchange

between Prime Minister Stalin' and Mr, Wallace, It was obvious long ago

that someone io the Wallace0Jard of strategy has.access to information from

Soveilources in this country.

Having used the Wallace campaign as 'a propaganda vehicle to present

the Soviet Union as the only natiotkeally seeking world peace, I think we

may now expect the Communist Party to disavow Mr, Wallace, and thereby

' seek to get him more votes.

Our Federal Constitution and laws already existing prohibit certain

activities of our citizens, such as treasoth eonspiracy, oaths of allegiance to

. foreign powers, and so on. it may be desirable*onplify these, but I doubt

thenecessituf it,' The best weapon is m.brinfthe Communists and their' t
' 44.,,.activities into the open.

1...-".
,tThe danger in outlawing legislation is i that it 'always develops cracks

in its own fence, and as more, laws are added to plug them up, we soon
.4..

deprive ourselves of our own rights in seekmg to control a minority.

Unda onr nstitution, the citizen has the right to advowte radical ',4p
, ,

asocial changes changes otgovernlent, , :
..., .....

iaPerjury and the lie are communist weaponsI've 'already said s t efore,
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at Hawarden High School, He is the winner of a` forum contest conducted

by Station WNAX at Sioux City, Iowa, Richard Ball, aged 17, is a football

letterman, interested in athletics and politics. He has a comment and a clues-

tion for Congressman Nixon, Mr. Ball.

MR. Rau , . I believe the most effective way to-defeat groups which

aim to destroy democracy is by educating and informing the American public

young and old.

Education should have as its objective the reawakening of our civic

responsibilities, We, as a people, have become too complacent, too engrossed

in our own personal affairs. Perhaps if each generation had to rewin the

precious liberty we now enjoy, we might better appreciate our American

heritage. This will not be necessary if we only fulfill our obligation as

citizens.

My generation should be informed in the classrooms of our schools about

subversive groups. Let us, learn the need for greater civic responsibilities,

such as voting, accepting jury positions, and holding public office, all of

wind) are fundamental in the cause of democracy.

I would suggest we institute a course in schools in philosophies of gov-

ernment; compare the foreign systems with our democracy; point out that

under communist and fascist systems inalienable human rights and freedoms

are surrendered and a lower standard of living does prevail.

I believe such an edikational program would clear up much of the con-

fused thinking that exists today. One kindred and forty million informed

Americans can be the greatest force for freedom, the world has ever known.

I would direct this question to Representatie 'Nixon: How can we

best instruct the youth of this country to judge and differentiate between

comparative forms of government so that they may know and understand

that democracy is the best system?.

CONGRESSMAN NIXON: I want to say first of all that that was a magnificent

statement and if that is an indication of the kind of young leadership that

We're going to have in the future, lin all for it, In fact, the statement was

so good that I think that our educational system is standing up pretty well

when you sec what it produces.

Now, Mr. Dick Ball has asked me what kind of education we can

have in order ul point out to the youth of America the differences between

these various system. That's a ,question which an educator can answer

better probably than a Congressman, I can assure you.

But I would say briefly this: I think it is essential that the truth be told,

the truth about fascism, the truth about communism, the truth about

TOWN MEETING OF AIR 99

democracy. I'm confident that if the truth is told that the forces of democracy

will win the battle.

I think that all should be told. I do not think that any of the truth should

he suppressed and that is the reasonet our bill does not aim at the teaching

of a theory or teaching, about a theOrY. We want the facts to come out and

for the light of day to shine upon

LADY: I'm an engineer and attorney and a former member of the New

Jersey legislature. Senatof Taft, I wish to ask you,this. Do you feel that the

present proceedings, t'if the 1-louse un-American Activities Committee are

being conducted in a democratic manner?

SENATOR TAFT: Yes. I thinkI tried to say it in my speechI think

one df the things that it is proper to do under present circumstances is to

show the American people who are Communists and who are not, who have

communist connections acid who do not have those connections. That's one

reason why I think communist organizations, those having some connection

with communism, all' of such organizations should be required to register.

MAN: Mr. McGill, you say you want to bring Communists into the open.

Do you approve of the refusal of the ten Hollywood writers and directors to

disclose whether or not they were members of the Communist Party?

MR. MCGIll.: I think that they had a right to refuse 'to do so until

their legal status was qualified and defined. Yes, sir, ..

MAN: A question for Mr. Arnold, You call the judicial process "trial

,by combat" Why has this judicial process failed to combat active treason

and spying by the Communists?

MR. ARNOLD: I don't think it has failed to combat active treason and

,spying by the Communists. I think that some of the questions at this meet-

ing are' dictated by sheer panic. I don't think there's going to be a corn -

monist 'vote'you can put in your eye, I don't think tiiere's any communist

power. think a lot of the 'people who are going to vote for Wallace are

going to vote as it protest against the two other parties, and deny they ever

,oted for him,

mscusspN SUMMARIES to' SPEAKERS

JUDGE ARNOLD: Mr. Moderator, its high time that non tau Congress

stopped trying to make Americans afraid of their own institutions and

suspicious of each other. let's fight Russia with affirmative measures, not

svirh panic. Let's show the Russitms that freedim of speech is a source of

strength, not of weakness.

SENATOR TM': The hest weapon against cominunisM is the aggtessie,

99
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itflirmatfte spreading of the principles hf free government throughout the

world. Nevertheless communism is a great reOlutiotrary movement, 11

crusade. It is something which we, Cider our liberty, cannot outlaw, btu 1

do think wherever it undertakes any imPokuit activities, we should prohibit

those activities to prevent the accomplishment of kir purposes. I think;

furthermore, we should reveal to the Anierican i;,eople the existence Of corm

munism, who a Ciumnunist and who is not,

mit maam.; All of us are joined in opposition to communism,and aII

of us wish to bring Communists- out into 'the open and let the people know
; them, I happen to think that the law, as proposed, would meet' with the same

fate as the Prohibition Law and for the same reason. 1 agree thoroly with

Senator Taft, Let us go to work and put our Own house, In order, Build

houses, pass his housing bill, and the public health bill, and lets put our own
honk in order,

CONGRESSMAN NIXON: 1 thoroly agree with what the previcius speakers

h ave said. in regard to making democracy better as one of the most 'dice-

tive weapons against mimunism. The reason that I feel' very strongly

and sincerely that intelligent legislation will meet the communist evil, to

'expose the Communists for what they are, and to keep them from accomplish.

ing their ends in the United States is because I feel so strongly that .meetings

just like this where able people, particularly the three other speakers, can

.get up and clash with their views, can continue to be held in America.
ti

Let's remember, too, that the fellki who ditagras Oh to

uhq he termed, a "disloyalie or he ni ly an honest lellow, with
an holm idea of Ittat ought to be: Name calling can easily become

a little man's way' of dodging big social iss;IeS,
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FEDER,U, TRADE COMMISSION

EITM COI!N(11, OF AMERICA

PINK INIVERSITY

C11:1IS OF MARYLAND

_HMS 01: NEW YORK

11{ CLUES OF 01110

'1.11 CLUBS (IF PENNSYLVANIA

CLUBS or VIRGINIA

IAPANESE AMERICAN CITI/ENS

LEAGIII:

JEFFERSON. BI:BUQ111, 10\1 'A 1

J1'NIOR HIGH S(11001.

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTIF

JEWISH WAII VETERANS

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSIT1

JOINT CANIIIITE ON RELIGIOUS

LIBERTY

FREDERICK ( MARYLAND)" PUBLIC JUNIOR CHAMBER or Commua
.Sciloom f KANSAS STATE COLLEGE

FREDERICKSBURG (VIRGINIA) CITY "KENTUCKY EDUCATION ASSOUA

TION

EUTILIIII FARMERS 01: AMERICA KENTUCKY, STALE 01

GENERAL ALLIANCE OF UNITARIAN K1WANIS INTERNATIONAL

AND OILIER CHRISTIAN LABOR STANDARDS, BUREAT 01:

WOMEN UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Or

GENERAL COMMISSION ON CHAP, LABOR

I,AINS, THE LEAGUE OE WOMEN VOTERS OF

GENERAL FEDERATION OF 'IDE UNITED STATES

LINCOLN UNIVERSITYTONIENS CLUBS

' GEORGIA CITIZENS COUNCIL. LIONS INTERNATIONAL

GEORGIA, STATE OE MCCALL'S MAGAZINE, WASHING-

, GIRL SCOUTS OF THE UNITED TON BUIU

STATES 01: AMERICA MAINE COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

GRAND COUNCIL OF THE ORDER OF MAINE DEPARTMENT or. EIRICA-

DEMOLAY TION

HEBREW SHELTERING AND NMI. MARIETTA (OHIO) COLLEGE

HEADMASTERS ASSOCIATION MAINE, STATE Of'

GRANT All) SOCIETY MARIETTA (OHIO) HIGI1 SCHOOL.

HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE MARYLAND CONGRESS OF PARENTS

AGENCY AND TEACHERS

HOWARD UNIVERSITY MARYLAND, STATE OF

ILLINOIS, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND STATE TEACHERS AS-

IMMIGRANTS PROTECTIVE LEAGUE SOCIAT1ON

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALI1A- MARYLAND, UNIVERSITY 0I:

TION SERVICE, UNITED STATES DE. MASSACIII"SEITS, STATE 01'

PAR'I'MENT OF JUSTICE:
MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS EIDER.-

INDIANA STA:IT TEACHERS ASSOCI. AVON

ATION
MA) OICS Comm irin ON UNITY 01'

INSTITUTE OF WOMEN'S PROIES- NEW YOP. IFY

SIONALRELATIONS MAYOR'S RELATIONS

INSTRUCHVE VISITING NURSES So- COMMIT'T'EE OF CINCINNATI

CIETY
METHODIST CHURCH, BOARD OF

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION Or MISSIONS AND CHURCH EXTEN-

MACHINISTS SION

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MICHIGAN, STATE OF

HUMAN RIGHTS MiNEIR TEACHERS COLLEGE
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('01)F Com.

MISSION

NAIR/NAL CA I 1101 IC EDUCAT ION

ASSOCI A I ION 4.1.
NilssissIPPI STATE Comm ON NATIONAL CATTIOLI WELEARE

CHILDREN AND YOUTH t. CONFERENCE

MONTGOMERY CouNn COMMON- NATIONAL CATHOLIC YOUTH

TTY CHEST AND COUNCIL

MOOSE, LOYAL ORDER OF THE

MOTION PICIIIRE AssociaoN

MOTION Prim PRODUCERS AND

DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION OF

AMERICA ti ,

MUTUAI. BROADCASTING SYSTE,M,

INC

NATIONAL. AMERICANIZATION

COMITIT.13

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR

NURSERY EDUCATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR 1111?

ADVANCEMENT OP COLORED..

PEOPLE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROAD-

CASTEIC h SOCIAL WORK

NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF, C-

LEGE WOMEN

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION! OF

COUNTY OFFICIALS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

DEANS OF WOMEN, NATIONAL

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

HOUSING OFFICIALS

NATIONAL. ASSOCIATIQN,OF

NEGRO BUSINESS AND PRO-

FESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUBS, INC.

NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF

SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS,

NATIONAL EDUCATION

ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

SMALL BUSINESS MEN

NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION pr.

STUDENT COUNCILS, NASCP, NA-

TIONAL.P.DIAIATIOIV ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL ASSMATION OE

WOMEN tlAWYERS

NATIONAL, BROADCAST INC CO,, I NC,

NATIONAL 'CAPITA!. HOUSING

AUTHORITY

COUNCIL.

NATIONAL.CIRCIAL DAUGHTERS OF

ISABELA

NAliONAI, COMMISSION li011 THE

DITNSE OF DI...M:RACY

T1111000.11 EDUCIVIION

NATIONAL COMMISSION ,ON

SAFETY EDUCATION, NATIONAL

, EDUCATION ASSOCt(TION

NATIONAL (..SAIMISSION ON

CHILDREN AND Y011ili

NATIONAL COMMITTEE Volt

NiENTAI, HYGIENE

NATIONAL. CONFERENCE OF

CHRISTIANS AND' JENS

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF

107

NATIONAL OINFERENCE ON

FAMILY LIFE .

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN

INDIANS

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF 'COLORED

PARENTS AND TEACHERS,

NATIO,NAL, CONGRESS OE. i.)ItliNTS

AND TEACHERS

NATIONAL COIINCI,FOR YOUTI1

ENTERTAINMENT

NATIONAL CONSUMERS !Boil,.

NAll,oNAL COUNCIL FOR TIIE

SOCIAL STUDIFS, NATIONAL

EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

NATIGNAL COUNCIL OF CATHOLIC

WOMEN

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHIEF -

STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMERS

COOPERATIVES

NATI6NAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH

WOMEN

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JUVENILE

COURT JUDGES

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NEGRO

WOMEN, INC.

CONFERENCE PAU ICI PA NE S

NAT IONAI COUNCII ON NAT HILO I NAVY M01111 RS No, 597

zATIoN AND,COVENSHIP NEW JERSE\ VORA HON

NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

CT ON NEW JERSEY GOVERNOR'SASSOIA I

NATIONAL EXCHANGE CLUB COMMIE( FE ON YOrtIl

NATIONAL FEDHIATION 01 NEW JERSEY, SEAT p, OE

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL. NEW Nhico EDUCATION

WOMEN'S CLUBS, INC. ASSOUA HON

NATIONAL, FEDERATION or NEw YOR1t STATE CFI ANS'

SETTLEMENTS

NATIONAL FEDERATION OE TEMPLE NEW YORK STATE EDUCATION

SISTER1100DS DEPAHMENT

NATIONAL FOUNDATION TOIL Ni:w 1011K UNIVERSE'

EDUCATtON IN AMERICAN NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

CargNsnip NORTJU CAROLINA ERCPION

NATIONAL 4-11 CI.UILC ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL GRANGE, THE NORTH CAROLINA, STATE 01'

NAINAL,INSTITUTE ON NOJITII CAROLINA UNIVERSITY

MUNICIPAL LAW OFFICERS NORTHERN BAPTIST Com:N.110N

NATIONAL INsTarcr, of SOCIAL OCEAN VIEW SCHOOL, NORFOLK,

RELATIONS, INC,, VIRGINIA

NATIONAL JEWISH WELFARE OFFICE 01 ALIEN PROPERTY

BOARn OFFICE or Ent,NLION, FEDERAL,

NATIONAL MILITARY ESTABLISH- MUTELY AGENcY

MENT, THE OFFICE OF INDIAN AITAIRS,

NATIONAL NONPARTISAN UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

TERIORCOUNCIL ON PUBEIC AFFAIRS IN

NATIONAL ORDER OF WOMEN briKE or Vocknor4m, RENA mu-

LEGELAToRs TATKIN, rvium, sEciruny

NATIONA SAFETY COUNCIL . AGENCY

NATIONAL. SERVICE STAR LEGION OWENSBORO (KENTUCKY) PUBLIC

NATIONAL SOCIETY , OE OLONIAI, SCHOOLS

DAMES PARENTS MAGAZINE

NATIONAL SOCIETY CHILDREN OF PENNSYLVANIA, STATE OF

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION ' PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT 01'

NATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION PENNSYLVANIA STATE EDUCA'T'ION

NATIONAL SOCIETY DAUGHTERS OF ASSOCIATION

THE AMERICAN, REVOLU'T'ION, PENNSYLVANIA, UNIVERSITY OF

DISTRICT 01' COLUMBIA BRANCH Pirrsnunco, UNIVERSITY 01'.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF THE SONS PLANNED PARENTHOOD LEAGUE

OE THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN

"'NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION U,S,A,

NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL ClICR(11.

TEMPERANCE UNION PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITEEE, INC-,

NATIONAL WOMEN'S TtIDE PUBLIC HEALTH FEDERAL

UNION LEAGUE SECURITY AGENCY

NAVY MOTHERS CLUBS OE QUOTA CLUB, iNTERNATIOMI.

AMERICA, INC, RADIO CORPORATION Mr AMERICA
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REIIULAR VETERANt SSOCIATiON

OF THE U.S.A.

RielimoND (V11tG1NIA),.6TY (W

ROA,N01E ( V IR(iINIA )11A,

F47CA1 ION ASSOCIATION

RURAL YOUTIT,OF THE U.S./I,

'SCHOLASTIc MAGAZINES

SOCIAL SECURI1V1)MINIVRA1'ION ,

SOCIETY FOR APPLIED

'ANTHROPOLOGY

SONS OF ITAI.Y IN Al:IERICA

SOUWH CAROLINA EDUCATION,

) AsgiciAnd
'', SOUTH CAROLINA, Stkli1OF

SOUTH DAKOTA, EDUCATION

ASSOCIATION

UNITED STATES OLYMPIC

N

UNITEWSTA 'ES SAVINGS BOND

DIVISION, UNITED STATES

PITAUMENT Of THE TREASURY

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

VETERANS, FOREIGN WARS

VETERANS or t'OREIGN Whs,'

LADIES ACNPLIARY

WAGE AND HOUR BRED
STATES DEPARTMENT OWLABOR

WAR ORPHANS SCHOLARSHIPS,

. WASHINGVN POST

WAYNE UNIVERSITY

WEST VKINIA0 STATE COLLEGE

WEST VIRGINIA STATE EDUCATION
SOUTILDAKOTA, STATE OF ASSOOkTION

.

SOUTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL, \ WFS'F VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
INC,

1 WILMINGTON (DELAWARE)
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

THEOLOGICAL SEMINAR,
WILSON TEACHERS COLLEG

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN.EDUCATION

THETA SIGMA PHI
ASSOCIATION. .

UNITED AMERICAN VETERANS

NI[ ED NATION'S LEAGUE OF

'44AWYERS

E

WOL, STATION

WOMEN LAWYERS INTERNAITONAI.

ASSOCIATION

(INITED STAIS CONFEREN4 OF WOMVS ACTION COMMITTEE
MAYORS 1p FOR VICTORY AND LASTING

UNITED STATES DITARTMENT OE PEACE

MR FORCE, NATIONAL MILITARY WOMEN'S BAR ASSOCIATI

ESTABLISHMENT
DISTRICT OE COLUMBIA

UNITED'S:TATES DEPARTMENT OF WOMEN'S CONFERENCE 0
ARMY, NATIONAL MILITARY INTERNATIONAL 4FEAIR.
ESTABLISHMENT WOMEN'S TIONAL HOMED-

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF PATHIC MkICAL FRATERNITY
THE INTERIOR

WORLD REPUBLIC

UNITE!) STATES DEPARTMENT Oh, WRC, STATION

JUSTICE WTOP, STATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF WIDC, STATION
IA BM

WYOMING, COMMISSION ON

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH

NAVY, NATIONAL MILITARY t YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN

ESTABLISHMENT ASSOCIATION

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF YOUNG REPUBLICAN NEWS
STATE

. YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN

UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION

SERVICE, UNITED STATES YOUTH BUILDERS, INC.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
ZbNTA INTERNATIONAL

N OF THE
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AND pRPERDING OFFICERSSKETCHES OF SPEAKERS

Itit.ikmIN W. Altmot.n, familiarly'

known its dui 'trust- buster" during hi'

term in t4 United, State Deparsmetir
of Justice (1938.1913), was born i0
Wyoming. Tho he came East for his

education' and began his prktice of lash

in ,Chicago, he returned to his hurl

town, Laramie, to practice and to 1.''

tore in lair at the'Univetsitl. Mr, Arno 3

has semi! as dean of the college of Lao'

6f the'University of West Virginia, its

professor of law at Vale, and, from .191.;

to .1945; as.associate justice of the United

Sr es Couit of Appeals lot the Digticc

of ColuinVia

WILLIAM G. CARR; associate secreta0'

ol the National Education Association,

is also executive) secretary of the Educe

tional Policies Commission and secretary

general of the World Organization of
the Teaching Profession. Among Dt.
Carr', international assignments, he served

as deputy. secretary of the General Pte.

natatory Commission of Uncsco at inn-
don in 1915; Unesco month lecturer,

Sothonq, 1946; and advisor to' the
United States delegation to the Second

General Conference on Unesco at Mexico
City, 1917. Dr. Carr is author of One
World In the,iliaking and other works.

Toni C. CLARK, a native Texan, was

the National Education Association and

,,,11,i,,ra,(s:itiofgtolin,,/iNicaotritniirta/
Lead( rship.

Ritg from the state university and reach.

Carolina. After gradu,

win:611(t)al{mli:''PriOdlluills'itiYoinjtohlereeafsollbr°1yrleairns,
11_e

spent
a year on Broadway, was man

iiger of a lecture bureau, and in 1917

.b,,ecame director of the, program of adult
education the Institute of Arts and

Sckl,. ni University. In

r''e went to Town Hall and in 1931 be-

'e founded and has continuously served

.'!'s moderator of

loi.: of die Air."

'America's Town meet,

ECKEL, one of the
founders of the New York State Citi

rsieor,,v,edsercoinntginuaosuselvy coun,theens.sCotiunacnidl,, liisas

glita'a'riedi
riatcera.idcatiSiactivitiesi esis iin nitehda (e lec

community

ml.'tn1 n' i'otr)f,

education

planning. One of 15 AmericanerthiceanfiwrstomIenn.

ternation31 Assembly of Women in pads

in both

''omen from 50 countries and led flis

sessions.

admitted to the bar of the state of C''.tIoNgIllie°3fli'l:kntrainedNc.i nGt:i:nRanStia F.titseEti'llviees.braenatives'avnt iivUienlisit:eir'Few in 1922; the Texas Supreme Court of al.,
Washingtonin 1922; the United States Supreme 16. Rabbi Getstenfeld is former chair.

Court in 1932 In the United States De. man :f

Hebrew Congrega.

partmem of Justice since 1937, he served in the
tNileatiCo(n7fficitatpecital.n 1R'OCt4ilodusyLeaifresfirst

of \'(/" 4 has conducted a weekly broadcast of
rst as special attorney, Bureau

Risk Litigation, later as special assistant religious
messages which has leached rnil

to the attorney general assigned to the lions
of people throughout the country.

AntiTrust Division and in other posts. . kY 1

torney general in charge of the Criminal
laiori.1:%siiint:\:ewiQp;5G, jisiff:'s'nalteixveccuotfivIendiana,

From 1943 to 1945 he was assistant at.
sate-

r .11' of the National Eoucation Associa'

Division. In those positions and as at From 1921 to 1925 he was soperin-
torney general since 1915, he has become

Ithilent of public instruction in Hawaii,known as champion. of liberal causes. In that position and as superintendent
Rum M. CUNNINOIAM is associate of sc.110.5 in

professor of education and research as. Calilornial,
he e Shae(11d

Diego and

avoluntary1d

Oakland,

kl n()df:sociate in the llorace Manolincoin lo,
(rev in and national civic and pro-stitute of Teachers College, Cohnobia lessional ontattiations In 1916 110 was

University. Her areas of specialization a menthQ of the united Statestlucation
are child development and curriculum Mission to Japan. Mr. Givens is author ofBorn in Tokyo, Japan, she took her

namerous articles in educational and lay, PhD. degree at the University of Michi
nlagazines,

gan. With a background in teaching and
LAult1NCretailing, she was for five years executive man

E C. GORMAN, S. J., clergy.

secretary of the Association for sort.
York cllitcedAufctaefford'e;:s btoercnefyieitli Nftoetnw

vision and Curriculum Development
of

[1091
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Fordham University and &swirl College

he was ordained a Roman Catholic priest
in Woodstock College, .Mary)and, in

1932. In 1938 he received his Ph.D.

from the Gregor Ran University in Rome,

Italy. Since 1912 he has served as presi.

dear of Georgetown University.

FREDERICK BROOK
HARRIS was

brought up in New Jersey; received his

higher education in Dickinson College,

Carlisle, Pa., and Drew Theological Semi-
nary, Madison, N. J.; holds the !notary

degrees of 'LL, D. 'and Litt. a
pastorates in Trenton

Branch, .N. J. He can?

charge, Foundry ,1s1tt1

Washington, D. C., ilk

Methodist Church, Newt

1942 to 1916, Dr. f ht

chaplain of the United 5t tes brScliate.

Dr. Harris writes a wee lleeditorial'under

"Spires of the Spirit" foe' The 4k" asbing

'ton Sioulat Star, and isla member of the

National Press Club.

EARLE T. HAWKINS is president of

State TeaChers College, Iowson, Mary-

land, and vice president of the National

Education Association. As chairman of
the NEA's. Citizenship Committee, Dr.

Hawkins served also as chairman of the

conference planning committees and of

the conferences themselves, at. the First

National Conference on Citizenship in

Philadelphia, at the Second National

Conference in Boston, and at the Third

in Washington. Dr, Hawkins, formerly

a member of the staff of the Maryland

State Department of Education, helped

to unite educational forces and secure

many educationaLgains in his state.

CARL B. HYAn', former teacher and
high-school principal, served for eight
years as judge of the Juvenile Conti of

Asheville, No?th Carolina. Now director
of the Attorney General's Citizenship

Program, he is also chairman of the

Federal Bar Asociation's Committee on

Citizenship, honorary chairman of the

District of Columbia "I Am ma American

Day" Committee, special consultant to
the NEA Citizenship Committee, and

member of the Executive Committee of

the Third National Conference on Citi-
aeashie In 1948, he was cited and

awarded a certificate of appreciation by

the secretary of the army, Kenneth Royal,

for his contribution to the significance

of citizenship during the war period,

KATHARINE F. LBRooi, chief of the

Children's Bureau, Social Seuttity Ad-
ministration, Federal Security Agency,

Its lust

Long

CSOilt

arch,

"race

Prom

ve'd as
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sized as chairman of the United States

Delegation of both the Fifth and Sixth

Pan-American Child Congresses, and as

president of the Eighth Pan-American

Child Congress. A former president of

the National Conference of Social Work,
Miss Leuroor has served as executive

secretary of the 1910 White House Con -

ference on Children in a Democracy,

adviser to United Stares government dele-

gates to the International Labor Organi-

zation in Paris in 1915, and in many
other national and international roles.

RALPH EMERSON MCGILL, a native of

Tennessee, had his first newspaper ex-
perience on a paper of that state. In
1931, he became sports editor of the
(=Illation in Atlanta, Ga. In 1938,
he was made executive 'editor. Since 1912
he has served as editor. In 1937, Mr.
McGill was awarded the Rosenwald Eel,

lowship for .travel in Europe. Ile has;
also served as special adViSor and cone

sultant to the Department of State.

WATSON' B, MILLER, federal security

administrator from 1945 to 1917,' has

served as commissioner of the Impiigra-

tion and Naturalization Service of the
United States Department

. Justice.

since August 26, 1917. Mr. ls,filler was

active in the development of the Ameri-

can Legion after the First World War.
In 1922 he served as national vicecom-

Minder, and in 1923 he became direct;r

of the Legion's National' Rehabilitation

Committee. During the next 18 years he

devoted his attention to problems of re-

habilitation, hospitalization,and the care
and welfare of disabled veterans and

their dependents.

Riau) M.. 16XON, a World War
If veteran, is one of the, younger mem-

bers of the United States House of Rep-

resentatives. Elected to the Eightieth

Congress from the Twelfth California

District, Mi. Nixon has been much pub-
licized for his advocacy of the Mundt-

Nixon bill, Mr. Nixon served as lieuten-

ant commander in the United States

Navy from 1912 to 1916,

ALFRED C, OLIVER, known as the

'Chaplain of Bataan," is former national

chaplain of the Veterans of Foreign

Wars. Colonel Oliver was born in New

Jersey, received his education at Prince-

ton University, and served in the New
Jersey Conference of The Methodist
Church, His army assignments included

service in Hawaii and in China. Reported

missing in action May 7, 1.942 at Cor
regidor and detained by the enemy -in

CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS 11I

the Philippines, he was rescued from

/ Cabanatuan in 1945. His honors in-

t' dude the Purple Heart, the Oak Leaf

Cluster to the Purple Heart, the Bronze

Star, the 11 Oak Leaf Clusters to the

Bronze Star, and the Legioil of Merit.

, DONALD R. RICIIIIERG, lawyer and

author of Government ail !Wm 7'0.

morrow and other works, served vari-

ously in government administrative poe

sitions as general counsel to the NRA,

executive director of the National EmeF

gemy Council, and chairman of the NRA

Board, A native of Tennessee, Mr-Rich-

berg first practiced in Chicago and served

as master in chancery, Circuit Court f

Cook County, Illinois, from 1916 to

1919. In his public service career before

he retired to private practice in L-93(i

were some years as special assistanr to

the attorney general of Arizona (1929-

I ) and service as special assistant to

the attorney general of the United States

(1936).

ROBERT G. SIMMONS, a native of

Nebraska, has been chief justice of his

State Supreme Coujt since 1938. He

served as United States Congressman from

the Sixth Nebraska District from 1923 to

1933, A World War I veteran, he is

past cninmander of the American Legion,

Department of Nebraska.

T. V. SMITH, radio and platform lec-

turer, and professor of philosophy at

the University ,nf Illinois, is author of

The Democraiir Way of Life and a score

of other well known hooks, In 1914 he

served as director of education of the

Allied 'Control Commission in Italy and

in 1945 as director of Democratization

of Select German Prisoners of War. He

was a inerdber of the United States Edu-

cation Missions to both Jan and Ger-

many. Antng other posts of prominence,

he served as a member of the Seventy-

sixth Congress (1939.11), elected from

Illinois at large.

Willis SMITH, lawyer of Raleigh,

North Carolina, and former speaker of

the North 'Carolina House of Represen-

tatives, has held many positions of honor

and trust in the American Bar Assoda.

tion, including the presidency in 1915

.16 and observer at the Nuremberg Trials

in 1916. Mr. 'Smith was a member of

the President's Amnesty Board in 1911

and is chairman of theBoard of Trustees

of Duke University.

JOHN W, STUDEBAKER, United States

CommissinA of Education, 1931. 1918,

is known for his promotion of public

forum demonstrations thruout the United

rates. As superintendent of schools. in

Des Moines, Iowa, a position in which -

he served from 1920.1931, he .was,con-

ceded to have organized "the most com-

prehensive and carefully planned pro-

gram of public forums ever inaugurated

under public auspices." t Since August

1918, he has been vicepresident and

chairman of the editorial board of Scho'

/aisle Magazines,

Rom A. TAFT, United States Sena-

tor from ,Ohio, for child of Mr. and
Nits, William Howard Taft, graduated

first in his 1910 Yale cEss, graduated

first in the 1913 class of sliarvard Law

School, and passed the Ohio Bar exami -----

nation with' highest honors in the 'State.

During his university training:his lather

became the twenty-sixth President of

the United States.

He has served his state as Republican

Floor Leader and Speaker in the Ohio

House.of Representatives and as a mem-

ber of the Ohio Senate. Elected to the

United States Senate in 1938 and re-

elected in 191.1 he served as chairman

of the Senate Republican 'Majority Policy

Committee in the Eightieth Ciingress.

It is important that we hare .strong national tradership and

national action, bra' national action can't stand unless it has sop.

port front siatc and local organiationr and itnlitiduafr, and that

inetqn yll std rte.

Second Thumbnail Report

Third National Conference on Citizenship
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PEOP),E WHO HELPED
ORGANIZE THE THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE

A HERNIO, LUBMILLA. J
ALBRECHT, RAY, DJ
AVERY, ErmiNA V:' A.,

DJ
BACON, HAROLD H., DJ
BA Klics,L.;e1VA I.DRON.. DJ
BALES Ysto% Louts J., DJ
BOWDLN7ADELINE K.,

NEA
BOWEN, VIRGINIA M., DJ
BOWMAN, EVELYN D., DJ
BOYER, LEO W., NEA
BRYAN, FLORENCE E., Di
BUTLER. CHARLES F., DJ
CAMPBELL. HELEN, NEA
CLARK, GERTRUDE. D., DJ
COHEN, .ISIDORE, DJ
CONNERAN, HALTRUDUS,

NEA
CORNELL, CORNELIA N.,

DJ
CowELI., HELEN T., DJ
CROWN. LOLIISE,NEA
eUTSHAW, EVELYN, NEA
DA COSTA, MARjoRiE,

NEA
DALZELL, CHARLES, J., DJ
DAMERON, VERNON G..

NEA
DAVIS, LUCII.LE, NEA
DIDRA. WARREN E. DI
DOLAN, BERNICE M., DJ
DONAHUE., RUTH, .Di
DOW NES, EUGE IjV E., DJ
DOYLE, TucoaAs A.; DJ
DRIVER, SALLY, NEA
F.LLisoN,' LuciLE: NEA
FEES, EDWARD S., DJ
FARLEY, BELMONT, NEA
FARRELL, ELI ZABETI I, DJ
Psit. Rosy. T., DJ
FOGLE, JR., CHARLES C.,

DJ
GANcrovr, HAROLD A..

DJ.
GAss, Iu,. F.. DJ

wAt,Trit A..

GRAY, FRANCES L.. DJ
G RI MEL, WILIIELMINA

F., DJ
GRIGGS, EMMETT R., DJ
GUY, FRANCIS E., NEA
HA NRAHAN, JAMES J., DJ
HARE, JULIAN M., DJ
HARDY. SUSAN L., DJ
HARTWELL PHYLLIS DEE,

DJ
HERSHEY, CHARLES T.,'

DJ
HIBBARD, WILLIAM, DJ
HOLLAND. VIRGINIA, Dji
HyArr, CARL B., DJ
HYSON, RITA, DJ
JASPER, EDITH K.. DJ
JENNETTE, MILDRED,

NEA
KAPLAN. DORA, DJ
KARNIS, LENORE F., DJ
KENNAN, RICHARD B...

NEA
KINNAIRD, VIRGINIA,

NEA
KRYSA. A. U.. DI
LAMORE. Dorzorim NEA
LANE, MARGARET. NEA
LOTMAN, BEATRICE, DJ
MANGIN, MARTHA ANN,

DJ
MANCINI; NORA, DJ
MA NNE, JACQUELINE.

NM,1SOE'N. MEDORA. NEA
MATES. LILLIAN L., DJ
MATONIS, FRANCES. DJ
McCALLum, Lots, DJ
MCCASKILL. KATHRYN
MCcAU LEY, GEORGE A.,

NEA
McNEru.,- MARY 13., DJ
MEADE, JEAN, NEA
AluNnEtsonN. Run r, DJ

N »A- -Nati...al F:thicatimy A.socihtittn.1),partnient oC Juvti....

PR .tl -t3

rii2113
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M11.1.1:II. KATI» FIN P.,
. DJ
MISKIN. REBA. B.NA I

WRIT' I
MITCHELL, MARY V.. DJ
MOE, WARREN G.. DI
MORGAN, ALICE E., DJ
MOR JE, IDA C., DJ
NARAMORE. W. \V., DJ
O'HARA. EDWARD M.. DJ
PEA RODNEY E.. DJ
PENNINGTON, RUTH W.,

DJ
PERKY, CYRUS C., NEA
PFLEIGER, RUSSELL C..

DJ
PRIOR, F. ERLE, NEA
RAMSEY, JAMES C.. jk,

DJ
RECTOR, LENA E., DJ
RITANO, FRANK N., DJ
RUBIN, ERI`.:EST, Dr
RUBJN, ROBERT, DJ
SCHOMBERT, JANE, NEA
SEBASTIAN, CHRISTINE,

D?
SHAFFER. SUSA NNE. DJ
SILVERT, BLANCHE I.. DJ
smoN. THELMA, NEA
SIMPSON, MAY S., DI
SLoAN, LYDIA B.. DJ
SMITH, FRANCES, DJ
SMITH, RAYMOND T., DJ
SMITH, THOMAS P., DI
STANSBURY. WILLIAM E.,

DJ
STEWART, MYRTLE M.. DI

Ronne- P.. D I
THOMAS, ELIZABETH, DJ
WATKINS, ORRIN G.. DJ
WILLIS, LINA, NEA
WILSON, Roy K., NEA
WOOLLEY, »E

GRA I'VENREID, NEA
ZII1MERMAN. ELIZABETI

NEA

.




